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The Arkham-O-Pedia is respectfully dedicated to Keith "Doc" Herber who architected the Chaosium vision of Arkham as a game setting. Along with Lynn Willis and Kevin Ross, he was responsible for crafting the "shape" of Chaosium's *Call of Cthulhu* product line back in the early 1990s. Keith's untimely death in 2009 robbed the world of a great visionary and game writer. We hope that this humble resource will help draw attention to the excellent depth of Keith's original designs and allow other writers to more easily "play" in the sandbox that he created in *Arkham Unveiled* (1990).
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INTRODUCTION

The witch-haunted college town of Arkham was first described by H.P. Lovecraft in numerous horror stories written between 1920 and 1935. As an aid to using this evocative setting in tabletop roleplaying games, Chaosium Inc. have published sourcebooks describing Arkham as an enormous “sandbox” of people and places. This material appeared first under the title Arkham Unveiled (CHA2325, published 1990), and later as a revised edition (“H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham”, CHA8803 published 2003).

The Chaosium characterisation of Arkham was primarily written by Keith “Doc” Herber in 1990. It represents perhaps the most detailed elaboration of Lovecraft’s original vision of the town to receive publication. The game setting was created with the specific goal of supporting investigative roleplaying games which make use of Chaosium’s Call of Cthulhu system, although some material invented for Herber’s version of Arkham has since infused its way into other games and stories as well.

While the intention of Herber and his collaborators was to map out a detailed setting upon which subsequent books and scenarios could build, such elaboration for the most part didn’t really happen. There have certainly been many Arkham-based scenarios published since that time, but most have not richly drawn upon the detailed and internally-consistent material written by Herber. Instead most scenario writers have picked a few isolated NPCs or locations and used them as a springboard for their own invention — frequently running counter to the foundation set out in the original sourcebooks.

So why has the excellent world-building work undertaken by Herber (and similarly by Kevin Ross for other Lovecraft Country locations) never been significantly built upon by others? We can hypothesize two explanations, either or both of which may be partially responsible. Firstly, it is true that Chaosium have not always been vigilant with keeping the Lovecraft Country sourcebooks in print. There have been periods when new gamers coming to Call of Cthulhu could not obtain the sourcebooks for love nor money. A second explanation might be the complexity and intricacy of the detailed depiction made by Herber of Arkham and its many local inhabitants and institutions. There is a densely-packed wealth of detail buried in the original sourcebooks, and only a very limited amount of indexing to assist gamers (and game writers) to quickly track down specific half-remembered references. Understanding enough to slot a new piece into the elaborate masterpiece painted by Herber requires reading and understanding several loosely-related parts of the sourcebook (and then hoping that you’ve tracked down all the relevant details). This is hard work.

This PDF aims to provide the reader with some resources that will (hopefully) make it easier to navigate Herber’s depiction of Arkham. If you are a gamer, it might help you by quickly pointing you to a much-needed source of information (“quick, where can we go to buy some after-hours taxidermy supplies?”). But the goal of this Arkham-O-Pedia is more squarely to empower game writers with the tools that will make it easier to extrapolate and extend the Arkham sourcebook details to create new content that works harmoniously alongside Herber’s original details.

Different Editions and Sources

There are numerous (and diverse) depictions of Arkham in Chaosium’s Call of Cthulhu publications: the aim of this reference work is not to try to cover every one of these, but rather to focus on the original vision of Keith Herber. Readers who are interested in exploring the depth of different authors’ renditions of Arkham should obtain a copy of Issue #1 of Sentinel Hill Press’ excellent game periodical The Arkham Gazette which includes an extensive survey of all game scenarios set in and around Arkham.

Even limiting scope to just Herber’s vision of Arkham still leaves some complexity, since the original source material has been repackaged and reprinted a number of times.
The publication history is as follows:

* **Arkham Unveiled** (1990): this is the original edition written and overseen by Keith Herber.


* **H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham** (2003): a revised edition with new maps, some textual overhaul, and dual stats for *Call of Cthulhu* and *d20 Cthulhu*.

In addition to the primary Arkham material contained in the sourcebook itself, there are some aspects of Herber’s depiction of Arkham that appear in other places. The *Arkham-O-Pedia* assumes the following other sources are consistent with the “canonical” intentions of Herber, either because they were written (or co-written) by him and published in other books, or because they were written by other authors and edited by Keith:


* The scenario “The Hills Rise Wild” (written by Mark Morrison & Lynn Willis; published in *Arkham Unveiled*, edited by Herber, and then also in *H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham*).

* The scenario “The Comndemned” (written by Herber; published in *Arkham Unveiled* and then also in *H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham*).

* The scenario “Dead of Night” (written by Herber; published in *Arkham Unveiled* and then also in *H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham*).


* The scenario “Trail of Yig” (written by Erik Herber & Keith Herber; published in *Tales of The Miskatonic Valley*).

* The multi-page newspaper prop that came bundled with *Arkham Unveiled* and later reprints.

### Layout of the Arkham-O-Pedia

The main body of this reference work comprises five indices, each of which collates information about a different aspect of the township of Arkham, its inhabitants and local businesses, or its immediate surrounds. The five indices are:

1. A sorted index of all **PEOPLE** mentioned somewhere in the sourcebook or associated extra scenarios;
2. A sorted index of **ARKHAM BUSINESSES, FACILITIES, AND ORGANISATIONS**;
3. A sorted index of all **SITES SURROUNDING ARKHAM**;
4. An index of all **ARKHAM STREET ADDRESSES** mentioned;
5. An index of all **ARKHAM TELEPHONE NUMBERS** mentioned.

Because there are some complexities associated with Arkham’s specific system or naming streets and assigning street numbers to locations, we have also included an appendix which provides an extended list of Arkham streets and the numbering scheme that applies to each one.

Precisely referring to content in the different book publications (and tear-out newspaper props) is challenging. To cater to the multiple locations where similar or identical material can be found in different publications, we include three different types of references. These are Sourcebook Entries, Scenario Codes, and Clipping Identifiers.
Sourcebook Entries

The heart of the depiction of Arkham in both *Arkham Unveiled* (hereafter abbreviated AU) and *H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham* (HPLA) is the sourcebook. This lengthy section portrays each of the nine primary neighborhoods of 1920s Arkham and provides for each details of the businesses and people who may be found there.

Entries in the sourcebook are given a numeric code: for the nine Arkham neighborhoods this is a three-digit code (the first digit denoting the neighborhood, the remaining digits serving as a unique identifier among the locations in the neighborhood). Locations which are on the “Outskirts” of Arkham are given a four-digit code which works similarly.

While the existence of a numerical code identifying each main Arkham location in theory allows for easy identification of specific places, the republication of the material has complicated this significantly. During the revision of text for *H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham*, the numbering system for each of the nine neighborhoods has been reallocated: the set of entries is the same, but the numeric identifiers have been re-allocated.

The box nearby shows the relationship between sourcebook numerical codes in the two books. Note that four-digit “Outskirts” codes are unchanged between editions.

When referring to a sourcebook entry by numeric code it is important to note whether the code relates the AU or HPLA numbering scheme. For the *Arkham-O-Pedia* we have elected to always include both, in the format “AUxxx = HPLAyyy”. In this notation, The numbers xxx indicate the numbering that the location receives in *Arkham Unveiled*, while yyy indicated the numbering that the location receives in *H.P. Lovecraft's Arkham*.

So, for example, the notation AU455=HPLA449 (F&M Trains and Toys) indicates that the entry describing the toyshop may be found in *Arkham Unveiled* as location 455, while in *H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham* the same information would be available as entry 449.
Scenario Codes

Where material appears only in the text of a scenario, the Arkham-O-Pedia refers to it using a three-letter identifier for the scenario followed by a plus symbol and an approximate number of printed pages from the beginning of the scenario text.

The following three-identifiers are used:

- ALK = “A Little Knowledge” (Watts & Willis)
- HRW = “The Hills Rise Wild” (by Morrison & Willis)
- CON = “The Condemned” (Herber)
- DON = “Dead of Night” (Herber)
- TLP = “The Little People” (Herber)
- APS = “A Painted Smile” (Watts & Herber)
- TOY = “Trail of Yig” (Erik Herber & Keith Herber)

So, for example, the entry for Dr. Bancroft at St. Mary’s Hospital refers to the scenario code TLP+11. The relevant material can be found in the text of the scenario “The Little People” approximately 11 pages from the beginning of that scenario in its published format.

Clipping Identifiers

An often-overlooked source of information about Arkham and its residents is the prop newspaper included with Arkham Unveiled and H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham. This multi-page in-game handout contains references to Arkham people and places described in the main sourcebook, as well as some additional minor details.

Describing the location of content in a multi-page, multi-column newspaper filled with various text articles and advertisements is not always simple. To make such references unambiguous we introduce a “clipping identifier” notation. Clipping Identifiers look like this: AUN-1-AB-2-Wireless. They are made up of several components, separated by hyphens.

- The first component of a Clipping Identifier simply records which document or prop the reference came from. All clippings that came from the Arkham Unveiled Newspaper, begin AUN.
- The second component of a Clipping Identifier records the page number on which the reference may be found within the prop.
- The third component of a Clipping Identifier records the column or columns on the prop page where the clipping may be found. The leftmost column is named “A”, the next column to the right is named “B”, and so on. Where a clipping covers more than one column, all of the columns that it spans are concatenated to form a multi-letter code. Thus, a page section that covers both column “A” and column “B” will be given a code of “AB” whereas a page section that only spans column “A” will be given a code of “A”.
- The fourth component of a Clipping Identifier records the sequence number (counted from the top of the page, downwards) where the clipping appears within the nominated column (or columns). Thus, a clipping that appears as the third item down a column will be given a number “3”.
- The fifth and final component of a Clipping Identifier is a short word (or words) that appears close to the top of the clipping. This is a cross-check.

Returning to the example Clipping Identifier mentioned above: AUN-1-AB-2-Wireless.

This would refer to a clipping in the Arkham Unveiled Newspaper (first component is “AUN”), on page 1 (second component). The clipping spans columns A and B (third component is “AB”) and is the second item in to appear from the top of those columns. The word “Wireless” appears somewhere close to the beginning of the clipping.
**INDEX 1: ARKHAM PEOPLE**

This index is an alphabetic listing of persons mentioned somewhere in Herber’s Arkham material (whether in the sourcebook, newspaper prop, or one of the “canonical” scenarios). In some cases references point to general non-sourcebook sections of the core Arkham book (e.g., “Brief History”).

Some additional information about the context in which the person is mentioned is also included (usually in square brackets after the name).

A small number of references which are entirely peripheral to Arkham (e.g., newspaper article describing Pope Pius meeting Mussolini) have been omitted.

Entries marked with an Asterisk and shown in italics are people unlikely to be found in 1920s Arkham. This may because they are historical personages, or are not local to the Arkham region.

**ABBOTT, Dr. Lawrence** [Dean, MU School of Applied Sciences]: AU612=HPLA609

**ABBOTT, J.J.** [Taxidermist]: AU119=HPLA121

**ABERSTROM, Jenny** [Miss Jenny’s Beauty Parlor]: AU432=HPLA428

**ACE, Richard Henry** [Ace Alarms & Locksafes]: AU415=HPLA414-A

**ADAMS, Benijah** [Fire Chief]: AU236=HPLA230

**ADAMS, Rider** [Arkham General Store]: AU502=HPLA502

**ALEWIFE, Anthony** [MU student actor]: AUN-3-C-1-University

**ALLEN, Beatrice**: AU303=HPLA301

**AMBROSE, Joe** [Employee at Arkham Worsted Mills]: AU1007=HPLA1007

**AMES, Dr. Swanson** [MU Press]: AU615=HPLA611, AU625=HPLA625

**AMES, Enod** [Arkham resident; descendent of notable historical figure]: CON+11

* **AMES, Peter** [Arkham historical figure]: CON+10

**ANDERSON, Arthur** [Manager, First National Grocery Store]: AU243=HPLA231

**ANDERSON, Ben** [Anderson’s Furniture & Carpets]: AU417=HPLA415

**ANDREWS, Miss** [Miss Andrew’s Social Parlor]: AU903=HPLA903

**ANGLEY, Prof. Robert** [MU Botany Dept]: AU612=HPLA609, AUN-1-A-1-Injunction

**APPLEY, Bartholemew IV** [Dilettante]: AU139=HPLA103

**ARLY, Bert** [Arley’s Boat & Bait]: AU505=HPLA501

**ARMBRUSTER, Rev. Wharton** [Arkham Reserved Congregational Church]: AU817=HPLA817

* **ARMITAGE, Abigail** [Historical figure]: AU401=HPLA405

**ARMITAGE, Dr. Henry** [Director, Orne Library]: AU623=HPLA620, AU808=HPLA816, AU612=HPLA609, AU1615=HPLA611, AU625=HPLA625, AU807=HPLA815, HRW+0

* **ARMITAGE, Jeremiah** [Arkham historical figure]: Brief History

**ARMWRIGHT, Dr. Chester** [Dean, MU School of Medicine]: AU609=HPLA621

**ARTHUR, Douglas** [MU track & field coach]: AU608=HPLA608,

**ASHBOURNE, Bobby** [Telegram Bike Boy]: AU132=HPLA132

**ASHBOURNE, Bobby** [Telegram Bike Boy]: AU132=HPLA132

**ASHLEY, Ferdinand C**. [MU Ancient History Department]: AU615=HPLA611

**ASKER, Jacob** [Blacksmith]: AU511=HPLA510

* **ASTOR, Benjamin & Athena** [Historical figures]: AU612=HPLA609

**ATWATER, Henry** [MU botany student]: CON+0
People: ATW—CHA

ATWOOD, Prof. Donald [MU School of Physical Sciences]: AU612=HPLA609

AVERY, Feener [Tobacconist]: AU425=HPLA421-A

* AXTON, Pete “Dump” [“Historical” sporting figure]: AU608=HPLA608

BABSON, Eunice [Servant at Crowningshield Manor]: AU1012=HPLA1012

* BALDWIN, George [Arkham historical figure, amateur historian and journalist]: CON+7

BALLARD, Harvey [Ballard’s Auto Lot]: AU229=HPLA232

BANCROFT, Dr. [St. Mary’s Hospital]: TLP+11

* BECKFORD, Clyde [Arkham historical figure; heir to Arkham and Aylsbury Worsted Mills, co-founder of Arkham Historical Society; wife Sonia Merritt from Boston; sons Matthew, Thomas, Richard]: APS+0

* BECKFORD, Elihu [Arkham historical figure; grandfather of Clyde Beckford]: APS+1

BECKWITH, Bob Jr. (“little Bob”): DON+4

BECKWORTH, Robert [Financier]: AU812=HPLA803

BEEMIS, Harold [Tramp]: AU1007=HPLA1007

BENITO, Lou [Joe Portrello’s bodyguard]: AU913=HPLA911

BENSON, Jasper [Benson’s Market]: AU452=HPLA446, AUN-3-C-2-Employment

BETHNELL, Abram [Chairman, MU Anthropology Department]: AU615=HPLA611

BILLINGS, Dr. Morris [MU School of Natural Sciences, Astronomical Society]: AU612=HPLA609, AU426=HPLA421-B, AUN-2-AB-4-Night, HRW+1

* BILLINGTON, Alijah [Historical figure]: AU510=HPLA509, AU1001=HPLA1001, AUN-3-C-1-University

BISHOP, Reverend Archibald [Rector of Christchurch]: AU448=HPLA439, AUN-1-DE-1-Angry

* BISHOP, Sermon [Historical figure]: CON+0, CON+6

* BLADESDELL, Jermyn Horton [Deceased estate]: AUN-3-C-3-For Sale

BRADBURY, Robert (“Bob”) [MU Head of Maintenance]: AU608=HPLA608

BRIDGETON, Lt. Col. Aubrey [Massachusetts Guard Armory]: AU244=HPLA216

BROWN, Gordon [Broker]: AU118=HPLA118

BRYANT, Mather [Bryant’s Apothecary]: AU445=HPLA441-A

BUNKER, Mr [Whitechapel Nursing Home]: AUN-3-B-3-Services

BUNSEN, Malcolm [Bunsen’s Bindery]: AU237=HPLA237

CAMERSON, Dr. W E. [Dean, School of Physical Sciences]: AU612=HPLA609

CARDIGAN, Richard [MU botany student]: CON+0

* CARTER, Christopher [Historical figure]: AU1003=HPLA1003

CARTER, Randolph [Arkham-born author]: AU401=HPLA405, AU403=HPLA402, AU406=HPLA407, AU1002=HPLA1002, AU1003=HPLA1003, AUN-3-AB-1-Book

CARTRIGHT, Henry [MU gym & fencing coach]: AU608=HPLA608,

CASELIUS, Lazlo [Jeweler]: AU429=HPLA424-B, AU427=HPLA423

CASSIDY, Edwin [Society for Protection of Animals, Attorney]: AU118=HPLA118, AU210=HPLA212, AU627=HPLA627, AUN-1-B-2-Frat

CHAMBERS, Bertram [Attorney]: AU216=HPLA215-A, AUN-1-DE-1-Angry

CHASON, Dr. Delbert [Chanson’s School of Positive Thinking]: AU717=HPLA712

CHARLTON, Frank [Dead MU student]: ALK+0

CHASE, Dr. Aaron [MU Classical Languages Department, on sick leave]: AU615=HPLA611
People: CHE—END

* CHECKLEY, Jason  [Arkham historical figure, husband of Rose, father of Rosemary, Adam, and Jessica]: DON+0

  CLARK, Miss Elizabeth  [Clark’s Residential Accommodation, room for rent]: AU814=HPLA811

  CONLAN, Dennis  [One-armed friend of Sean Kelly, member of “Sons of Tipperary”]: TLP+10

  COREY, Dr. Nathanial  [Patient, Larkin Institute]: AU902=HPLA902

  COUGHLIN, Bobby  [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

  COUZON, Alain  [Hypnotist]: AU716=HPLA713, AUN-3-B-3-Services

  COX, Harvey  [MU Economics & Sociometrics Department]: AU615=HPLA611

  CRAIG, Lee E.  [Town Attorney]: AU210=HPLA212

* CRANE, Aaron  [Historical figure]: AU108=HPLA108

  CRANE, Benson  [Arkham resident; descendent of notable historical figure]: CON+10

* CRANE, Jeremiah  [Arkham historical figure]: CON+10

  CRANE, Michael  [Arkham Gazette]: AU108=HPLA108, AUN-1-DE-2-Editorial

  CRAWFORD, Mrs. Ellen: AU303=HPLA301

  CROSSMAN, Willard  [Retired banker; associated of Jason Checkley, former employer of Marsella]: DON+4

  CROWNIN, Dr. Peter  [Dean, MU School of Languages, Literature, Arts]: AU615=HPLA611

  CUNNINGHAM, Albert  [Pet store owner]: AU419=HPLA417-A, AUN-1-B-2-Frat

* CURWEN, Tristram  [Arkham historical figure]: Brief History

* CZEKLOV, Peter  [Funeral notice; Arkham relatives Bettina Miro, Arno Czeklov, Richard Czeklov]: AUN--3-E-1-Funeral

  CZEKLOV, Robert  [Manager, Northside Market]: AU228=HPLA227, AU1007=HPLA1007 (mentioned with incorrect surname “CZENCK” in last reference)

  DAHLBERG, Gregory  [Manager, Arkham Cab Co.]: AU234=HPLA236

  DELWORTH, August  [MU senior and playwright]: AUN-3-C-1-University

  DERBY, Edward Pickman: AU1012=HPLA1012, AU118=HPLA118, AU124=HPLA125, AU129=HPLA131, AU208=HPLA211, AU623=HPLA620, AU803=HPLA807

* DERBY, Francis  [Arkham historical figure]: Brief History

  DIDDLEBOCK, Harold  [Asst Mgr Amherst Theater]: AUN-1-C-2-Mayoral

  DOMBROWSKI, Mrs.  [Landlord, Witch House, room for rent]: AU711=HPLA719, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms

   “Drexler”  [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

  DRISCOLL, Mrs  [Neighbour of Sean Kelly & wife; daughter Bridget]: TLP+9

  DUGAN, Joe (“Slippery”)  [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

  DULAGI, Madame  [Fortune teller, Simpson Apartments]: AU911=HPLA910, AUN-3-B-3-Services

  DUNLAP, Ed  [Vacuum Cleaner Salesman]: AU134=HPLA135

  Dyer, Dr. William  [Head, MU School of Natural Sciences]: AU612=HPLA609

  EASTMAN, Dr.  [MU English Department]: AU615=HPLA611

  EDMUND, Dr. David  [MU Vice President]: AU625=HPLA625, AUN-1-DE-1-Angry

  ELEAZAR, Jasper  [Eleazar’s Funeral Home]: AU910=HPLA908, TLP+7

  ELLERY, Dr. Dewart  [MU School of Applied Sciences, Metallurgy]: AU612=HPLA609

  ELWOOD, Frank  [Student]: AU711=HPLA719

  ENDICOTT, Melvin Mowry  [Letter to editor]: AUN-4-ABC-1-Letters
ESTHERIDGE, Mrs. Mildred [benefactress of Checkley Institute for Psychic Research, wife of Andrew]: DON+5

EVANS, Bernard [Optometrist]: AU422=HPLA419

FELDMAN, Dr. G.R. [Dentist]: AU118=HPLA118

FEN, Dr. Martin [MU History Department]: AU615=HPLA611

FENNER, Mel [Fenner’s Road]: AU1015=HPLA1015

FLETCHER, “Big Mama” [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

FLINT, Abigail [Manager, Harriet Botsford Hotel for Women]: AU628=HPLA628

FLINT, Clell [F&M Trains and Toys]: AU455=HPLA449

* FOWLER, Goody [Historical figure]: Brief History, AU402=HPLA404, AU1009=HPLA1009, AU405=HPLA406

* FOWLER, Sally [grandmother of Hilda Francks, descendent of Goody Fowler]: APS+0

FRANCKS, Hilda [Elderly dollmaker]: APS+0

FRANKLIN, Mr. and Mrs. [Franklin Place]: AU801=HPLA801

FREEBORN, Tyler M. [MU Anthropology Department]: AU615=HPLA611

FREEN, Larry [aka “St Looey”, Con Man]: AU104=HPLA113

* GARDNER, Nahum [Historical figure]: Brief History, AU1010=HPLA1010, AU1008=HPLA1008

GASPARD, Jason [Eye of Amara Society]: AU904=HPLA909


GEDNEY, James [Broker]: AU118=HPLA118

* GEDNEY, Richard [Historical figure]: AU128=HPLA130

* GIANELLI, Robert [Funeral notice]: AUN-3-E-1-Funeral

GILMAN, Walter [student]: AU711=HPLA719, AU612=HPLA609, AU624=HPLA624

GODDARD, Dr. Arthur [MU Fine Arts Department]: AU615=HPLA611

* GODDARD, Trisham [Historical figure]: AU408=HPLA409

GOLDITZ, Meyer [O’Bannion Accountant]: AU412=HPLA412, AU814=HPLA811

GORDON, Herb [MU Garage]: AU707=HPLA709

GREALY, Dr. Archibald [MU School of Physical Sciences]: AU612=HPLA609

GROOT, Sgt. [Massachusetts Guard Armory]: AU244=HPLA216

* HALDEN, John [Arkhem historical figure; library in Historical Society named after him]: CON+8

* HALSEY, Dr. Alan [Historical figure, MU Medical School, 1898, died in 1905 Cholera epidemic]: Brief History, AUN-1-C-2-Mayoral

HARDEN, Herbert [Harden’s Used Books]: AU450=HPLA444

HARDEN, Luther [Chief of Detectives]: AU232=HPLA228

HARDING, Bill & Grace [Harding House]: AU115=HPLA116, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms

HARDSTROM, Dr. Eric [Arkham Sanitarium]: AU201=HPLA201

HARDWICKE, Morton [Hardwicke’s Stamps & Coins]: AU120=HPLA120, AUN-2-D-5-Hardwicke

HARRIGAN, Mickey [Police Detective]: AU232=HPLA228, DON+3

HARRINGTON, Stanley [Pilot]: AU1013=HPLA1013, AUN-3-B-3-Services

* HARRIS, Emily Dunham [Funeral notice]: AUN-3-E-1-Funeral
People: HAR—LOD

HARRISON, Henrietta [Sears-Roebuck Catalog Store]: AU458=HPLA432

HART, Maj. Charles [Massachusetts Guard Armory]: AU244=HPLA216

HARTWELL, Morton [Medical Doctor]: AU807=HPLA815

HASKETT, Mr. & Mrs. Corey Derby and Melissa Susanna: AUN-2-C-3-Baby

* HATHAWAY, Andrew [Historical Arkham figure; architect]: APS+0

HATHAWAY, Margaret & Mildred [descendants of Andrew]: APS+0

HATHORN, Col. William [Massachusetts Guard Armory]: AU244=HPLA216

HAYES, Dr. Hamlin [MU Electrical Engineering Department]: AU612=HPLA609, AUN-1-AB-2-Wireless

HEARNE, Alex [Street thug]: AU130=HPLA129

HEATH, Kenneth [Private Investigator]: AU204=HPLA205, AUN-3-B-3-Services

HEATH, Madeline [wife of Kenneth, Arkham native]: AU204=HPLA205

HEINGRAPPER, Bucky [Air Field Mechanic]: AU1013=HPLA1013

HELCIMER, Danté [French Scholar, Franklin Place]: AU801=HPLA801

HENDERSON, Mrs Emily [Council representative for East-town]: AUN-1-DE-1-Angry

HENRY, Roberta [Advertiser reporter]: AU128=HPLA130, AUN-1-B-2-Frat, AUN-1-DE-1-Angry, AUN-2-CD-4-Reporter

Hiram the Junkman: AU512=HPLA511

HOBROWSKI, George [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

HOPE, Nina Williams [Arkham resident; descendent of Ethan Williams]: CON+4

HOPKINS, Adam [MU basketball coach]: AU608=HPLA608,

IWANICKI, Father Casimir [St. Stanislaus Church]: AU906=HPLA904, AU907=HPLA905

JAYWIL, Malvina [Jaywil’s Book Store]: AU434=HPLA430-A

* JENCKES, Wheeler [Historical Mass author of folklore]: CON+9

JENKIN, Eldon [East Public High School]: AU508=HPLA508

JOHNSTON, William Danvers [Vice-President Arkham First Bank]: AU1007=HPLA1007

KANUM, Donald [MU Physical Education Department]: AU608=HPLA608

KEATS, Capt. William [Police officer]: AU232=HPLA228

KELLY, Sean & wife [city worker at Waterhouse; friend of Danny O’Bannion]: TLP+0

KENT, Bill [Supervisor at the Waterhouse]: TLP+11

KILBRAITH, Dr. George [MU Philosophy Department]: AU615=HPLA611

LAKE, Prof. Percy [MU School of Biology]: AU612=HPLA609

LARKIN, Dr. Parker [Psychiatrist, Larkin Institute]: AU902=HPLA902

LARKIN, Janet [Town Clerk]: AU221=HPLA217

LaRUE, Abigail [Creole Maid for Neeley Family]: AU1007=HPLA1007

LEERY, Eddie [O’Bannion muscle]: AU412=HPLA412

LILLIBRIDGE, George [Surveyor]: AU115=HPLA116

LINDSAY, Thomas III [descendent of civil war hero]: TLP+13

* LINDSEY, Maj. Thomas [Arkham historical figure, Civil War veteran]: TLP+12

LIU, Pin [Tattoos]: AU238=HPLA238

LLANFER, Wildred [Asst. Director, Orne Library]: AU623=HPLA620

* LOCKSLEY, George [Arkham historical figure]: Brief History

LODGE, Dr. Whitby [Essex County Coroner]: ALK+1
LYMAN, Sawyer [Security Guard, Tower Professional Building]: AU118=HPLA118

MALKOWSKI, Dr. Stanley [Szymanski’s Boarding House]: AU907=HPLA905

MALLOY, John [Malloy’s Timepieces]: AU423=HPLA420-A

MANELLI, Alberto [Manelli’s Music Store]: AU420=HPLA417-B

MANTON, Joel [Superintendent of schools]: AU403=HPLA402, AU406=HPLA407, AU508=HPLA508, AU603=HPLA603

MARKHAM, Caleb [Locksmith, apprentice wanted]: AU449=HPLA443, AUN-3-B-4-Employment

MARQUIS, Dr. [visitor from New Orleans]: DON+8

MARSH, Charles [son of Perkins Marsh, Grandson of Jedediah, Kingsport]: AUN-2-D-3-Hall

* MARSH, Jeremiah [Funeral notice]: AUN-3-E-1-Funeral

MARTELLE, Dean [F&M Trains and Toys]: AU455=HPLA449

MARUZZO, Luca [Southside Gym]: AU720=HPLA716

* MASON, Keziah [Historical figure; also Brown Jenkin]: Brief History, AU711=HPLA719, AU409=HPLA401, AU624=HPLA624, AU722=HPLA721, AU906=HPLA904, AU1007=HPLA1007

* MATHER, Cotton [Historical figure]: AU403=HPLA402

McCLURE, Tess [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

McNEELY, Mike [Arkham taxi driver]: CON+10

MERTON, Richard [Arkham resident, lives in Old Russel House]: CON+12

MILLER, Dr. Conrad [Head, School of Biology]: AU612=HPLA609

MORENCY, Father Anthony [Sacred Heart Church]: AU909=HPLA907

MORGAN, Dr. Francis [MU Archaeology Department]): AU615=HPLA611, AU623=HPLA620

MUELHIG, Dr. Heinrich [Psychiatrist]: AU219=HPLA204

NANGELO, Miss Vittoria [MU Coed]: ALK+1

NEELEY family [resides on spacious home on W. Miskatonic Ave]: AU1007=HPLA1007

NICHOLS, Chief Asa [Arkham Police]: AU232=HPLA228, AUN-3-AB-1-Book

NICHOLS, Orrette [Wife of Chief Asa]: AU232=HPLA228, AU416=HPLA414-B

* NOYES, Jebel [Arkham historical figure]: CON+10

NOYES, Jeffery [Arkham resident; descendent of notable historical figure]: CON+10

NOYES, Rev. Charles [First Baptist Church of Arkham]: AU715=HPLA711

O’BANNION, Daniel [Lucky Clover Cartage]: Orientation, AU104=HPLA113, AU810=HPLA805, AU412=HPLA412, AU718=HPLA714, AUN-2-B-2-Boys, TLP+0

* O’BANNION, Patrick [Danny’s father; in Boston]: TLP+8

O’BRIEN, Hattie [Hattie’s Boutique, letter to the editor]: AU428=HPLA424-A, AU814=HPLA811, AUN-4-ABC-1-Letters

O’CASEY, Patrick [member of Sons of Tipperary]: TLP+11

* OLNEY, Eliot [Historical figure]: AU502=HPLA502

* ORNE, Jeremiah [Arkham historical figure]: Brief History

OWEN, Claude [MU Student]: ALK+0

PABODIE, Frank H. [MUSchool of Applied Sciences, Engineering]: AU612=HPLA609, AU801=HPLA801

PARKINSON, Dr. Elihu (“Flip”) [MU football coach]: AU608=HPLA608, AUN-1-BC-1-Homecoming

PARRINGTON, Edward [Parrington’s Gun Shop]: AU416=HPLA414-B

* PEABODY, Abel [Arkham historical figure]: Brief History
PEABODY, Dr. Allen [MU Modern Languages Department]: AU615=HPLA611

PEABODY, E. Lapham [Historian, Arkham Historical Society]: AU901=HPLA901, AUN-3-DE-2-Eminent, CON+2

PEABODY, Elizabeth [Mayor’s Youngest Daughter, Amateur Actor]: AU109=HPLA109


PEABODY, Wilma [President, Arkham Society for the Protection of Animals; Mayor’s sister]: AU627=HPLA627

PEASLEE, Nathaniel & Wingate: AU612=HPLA609, AU606=HPLA605, AU615=HPLA611, AU623=HPLA620, AU805=HPLA809, AU1013=HPLA1013

PECK, Willard [Chief reporter for the Gazette]: AU108=HPLA108

PENDER, Gerber [Night watchman at Christchurch cemetery]: APS+8

PENOBSCOTT, Howard [Student Editor, MU Crier, Student Newspaper]: AU625=HPLA625, AU615=HPLA611

PERKINS, Edward White III [Dilettante]: AU1007=HPLA1007

PETRUCCI, Aldo [Petrucci’s Barbershop]: AU916=HPLA916

PHELPS, Mr. & Mrs. Howard Whipple and Lucy: AUN-2-C-2-Engagement

* PHILIPS, Rev. Ward [Historical figure]: AU715=HPLA711, AUN-3-C-1-University, CON+5

* PHILLIPS, Elihu [Arkham historical figure]: CON+6

PHILLIPS, Retribution (“Grampa”) [Sutton road resident; descendent of notable historical figure]: CON+11

PICKERING, Alexander [descendent of war hero Col Timothy Pickering]: AUN-2-D-4-DAR

* PICKERING, Capt. Thomas & Wife Ethel [Historical figures]: AU301=HPLA302

* PICKERING, John Adams [Arkham historical figure, first President of Miskatonic Liberal College]: Brief History

* PICKERING, Paul & Thomas Jr (brothers) [Built the home that became Arkham Sanitarium]: Intro to Neighborhood 2 (Downtown)

PIERCE, Alexander [Arkham resident; descendent of notable historical figure]: CON+10

PIERCE, Ammi [Farmer near Clark’s Corners, West of Arkham]: AU1011=HPLA1011, AU1008=HPLA1008, AU1010=HPLA1010

PIERCE, Anita [Principal, Arkham Public High School]: AU603=HPLA603

* PIERCE, James [Arkham historical figure]: CON+10

* PINGREE, Capt. James [Arkham historical figure; ship-owner and trader]: CON+7

* PINGREE, Mrs. Ethel [Arkham historical figure; bequeathed building for Historical Society]: CON+7

PINTER, “Doc” Bill [Veterinarian]: AU905=HPLA914

* PIPER, Dr. Amos [Historical figure]: AU902=HPLA902

PORTMAN, Stuart [Dilettante]: AU809=HPLA804, AU124=HPLA125

POTRELLO, Joe (Guiseppe): Orientation, AU913=HPLA911, AU412=HPLA412, AU720=HPLA716, AU912=HPLA912, AU916=HPLA916, TLP+2

POTTS, Elijah [Stonecutter; given the surname Hooper in newspaper ad]: AU402=HPLA404, AU405=HPLA406, AUN-3-C-3-For Sale

PUTNAM, Janice [receptionist of Historical Society]: CON+7

* QUAMIS [Historical figure, Indian compatriot of Alijah Billington]: AUN-3-C-1-University
People: RAN—SZY

RANDALL, Judge Keezar [Municipal Court]: AU118=HPLA118, AU123=HPLA124, AU210=HPLA212, AU809=HPLA804, AU812=HPLA803

RICE, Dr. Warren [MU Classical Languages Department]: AU615=HPLA611, AU623=HPLA620

RILEY, Beanie [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

RODNEY, Miss [E.E. Saltonstall & Associates]: AUN-3-B-4-Employment

ROPES, Lester [Librarian at Historical Society]: CON+8

ROSEN, David [MU Fine Arts Department, Artist-in-Residency]: AU615=HPLA611

RUSSEL, Richard [Arkham historical figure]: CON+5

SALTONSTALL, E. E. [Attorney]: AU103=HPLA104, AU123=HPLA124, AUN-2-E-3-University, AUN-2-E-4-Shrewsbury

SALTONSTALL, Eli [Arkham historical figure, former captain opened first textile mill]: Brief History

SANDER, Pete [Sander’s Wax Museum]: AU136=HPLA137

SARGENT, Joe [Innsmouth Bus]: AU203=HPLA203

SARGENT, Moses & Abigail [Servants at Crowningshield Manor]: AU1012=HPLA1012

SCHMIDT, Gunther [Glazier]: AU510=HPLA509, AUN-3-B-3-Services

SHALAD, Prof. Moamar [MU Oriental Studies Dept]: AU615=HPLA611, AU106=HPLA107, AU623=HPLA620

SHEAR, Harold [MU School of Physical Sciences, Chemistry]: AU612=HPLA609, AU816=HPLA814

SHEAR, Jonathan [son of Harold]: AU816=HPLA814

SHEENE, Father Paul [St. Michael’s]: AU718=HPLA714, AUN-2-B-2-Boys, TLP+8, TLP+12

SHEPLEY, Ritter [Fleetwood Diner]: AUN-3-B-4-Employment

SHREWSBURY, Dr. Laban [missing scholar]: AU103=HPLA104, AU623=HPLA620, AUN-2-E-4-Shrewsbury

SILLS, Bobby [O’Bannion 2nd]: AU204=HPLA205, AU412=HPLA412, AU456=HPLA450

SINTERWALD, Dr Garrison: AU218=HPLA207

SKINNER, Bert [letter to the editor]: AUN-4-ABC-1-Letters

SLOCUM, Darrell [Town Manager]: AU221=HPLA217

SLOCUM, Marla [Wife of Darrell, Saleslady at Hattie’s Boutique]: AU1007=HPLA1007

SMITH, Mrs. Ellen Whipple [Nurse at St. Mary’s Hospital]: AU1007=HPLA1007

SMITH, Mrs. Georgia [Maid of Ethan Williams]: CON+5

SMITH, Phineas & Harriet [Smith’s Boarding House]: AU716=HPLA713

SPAULDING, George [Councillor for Uptown Ward]: AUN-1-DE-1-Angry

SPENCER, Dr. Willet [First Unitarian Church of Arkham]: AU302=HPLA303

SPRAGUE, Dr. Ephraim [Physician, Medical Examiner]: AU118=HPLA118, DON+1

STEWART, Gerald [Stewart’s Caravan]: AU454=HPLA448

STIEGLITZ, Elliot & Michael [Insurance Brokers]: AU118=HPLA118

STRITCHNER, Elaine [Danny O’Bannion’s girlfriend]: TLP+2

STUCKEY, Ray [Police Detective]: AU232=HPLA228

SULLIVAN, Johnny (“Kid”) [O’Bannion employee]: TLP+4

SUTTON, Dr Eben [First Presbyterian Church]: AU806=HPLA813

SWAIN, Daniel [Teacher at Arkham High School]: AU1007=HPLA1007

SZYMANSKI, Mrs. [Szymanski’s Boarding House]: AU907=HPLA905
TAYLOR, Francis [Advertiser columnist]: AUN-3-AB-1-Book
THORNE, Melissa [Courtesan]: AU310=HPLA304
THREE DOGS, Rose [full-blood Wampanoag; keeper of Split Rock]: APS+5
THURBER, Howard Atchison [Obituary, formerly of MU Engineering Department]: AUN-3-D-1-Obituary
TILLINGHAST, Edwin [Rare Books and Maps]: AU124=HPLA125, AU809=HPLA804, AUN-2-DE-1-Rare, DON+5
TILLINGHAST, George [Curios & Antiques; younger brother of Edwin]: AU421=HPLA418
TILSTROM, Jennifer: AU1007=HPLA1007
TORKSTEN, Sheila [Taranowski’s Bakery]: AU446=HPLA441-B, AU1007=HPLA1007
TROUT, Ernie [Newsstand]: AU135=HPLA136
TURNER, Alice [Director of MU Players]: AU615=HPLA611, AU109=HPLA109, AUN-3-C-1-University
TURNER, Ambrose [From Boston]: AUN-2-C-2-Engagement
TURNER, Dr. Allen [Medical Doctor]: AU118=HPLA118
* TYNER, Dr. Charles [Historical figure]: AU613=HPLA610
UPDIKE, Bob & Jerry [University Shop]: AUN-4-DE-4-University
UPHAM, Dr. Hiram [MU Astor Mathematics Department]: AU612=HPLA609
UPTON, Daniel [Architect]: AU803=HPLA807, AU1012=HPLA1012
* UPTON, Dorothy Grace [Historical figure]: AU620=HPLA615
VALENCIA, Robert [Radio Center]: AU424=HPLA420-B
VANDERVELDEN, Reid [Desolate Highway Café]: AU129=HPLA131
VIRIGLIO aka “Big Red” [Manager, The Club]: AU913=HPLA911

WAINSCOTT, Harvey [MU President, Mayoral Candidate]: AU625=HPLA625, AU615=HPLA611, AU622=HPLA617, AUN-1-A-1-Injunction, AUN-1-C-2-Mayoral, AUN-2-A-1-Editorial
WAITE, Asenath: AU1012=HPLA1012, AU118=HPLA118, AU615=HPLA611, AU803=HPLA807, ALK+3
WAITE, Elisha [Goldsmith]: AU427=HPLA423, AU716=HPLA713
WALDRON, Dr. Cecil [MU Campus Physician]: AU612=HPLA609, AU611=HPLA623, ALK+1 (as “Morton Waldron”)
WALLACE, Dr. Ezekiel [Asbury M.E. Church]: AU206=HPLA208
WALTERS, Timothy [Walters’ Optics & Fancy Toys]: AU426=HPLA421-B, AUN-2-AB-4-Night
WARDEN, Dr. Alex [MU School of Biology]: AU612=HPLA609
WEILDER, Gregor [Glassblower]: AU506=HPLA504
WELLINGTON, Mathias James [Child resident of Pickman street, Southside]: APS+3
* WEST, Herbert [Historical figure]: AU609=HPLA621, AU1006=HPLA1006, AUN-3-DE-2-Eminent, ALK+0
WESTGATE, Dr. Anthony [Chairman, MU Economics & Sociometrics Department]: AU615=HPLA611
* WHARTON, Mrs Mary Elliot [Historical figure]: AU611=HPLA623
* WHATELY, Jebel [Arkham historical figure]: Brief History
WHITBY, Ruth Ellen [MU Registrar]: AU625=HPLA625
* WHITE, Allen [Arkham historical figure]: CON+10
WHITE, Humphrey [Arkham resident; descendent of notable historical figure]: CON+10
WHITE, James Allen [Lawyer at E.E. Saltonstall]: AU1007=HPLA1007
**People: WHI—YOL**

**WHITMAN, Dr. Stanley** [MU English Department]: AU615=HPLA611

**WHITMARSH, Ellen** [Arkham Public Library]: AU208=HPLA211

**WHITTAKER, Eli** [Postmaster]: AU233=HPLA229

**WILCOX, Dr. Harvey** [Dean, MU School of History & Social Sciences]: AU615=HPLA611

**WILCOX, Elihu** [Owner of private museum east of Arkham]: TOY+3

**WILLIAMS, “Biff”** [MU Student; former roommate of Frank Charlton]: ALK+2

* **WILLIAMS, Ethan** [Historical Arkham figure]: CON+5

**WILLOUGHBY, Ed** [Construction foreman]: AUN-1-C-3-Construction

**WILMARTH, Dr. Albert N** [MU English Department]: AU615=HPLA611, AU815=HPLA812, AU612=HPLA609, AU623=HPLA620

**WILSON, Hagan** [Artist, Tenement]: AU914=HPLA913

**WILSON, Horton** [Medical Doctor]: AU805=HPLA809

**WINKLER, Edith** [Arkham Gift Shop]: AU447=HPLA442

**WINSIDE, Dr. Homer** [Almen’s Flowers]: AU703=HPLA703-A

**WOODBRIDGE, Prof.** [MU School of Applied Sciences, Rockets]: AU612=HPLA609

**WOODWARD, Ben** [Markwil’s Theatrical Supply]: AU443=HPLA438

**Wvinch, Gerrhardt** [Spiritualist]: AU111=HPLA112, AUN-3-B-3-Services

* **YOLANDA, Madame** [Visiting spiritualist]: TOY+1
This index is an alphabetic listing of Arkham organisations, town facilities or business mentioned somewhere in Herber’s Arkham material (whether in the sourcebook, newspaper prop, or one of the “canonical” scenarios).

Note that Miskatonic University is a large and diverse institution, so its entry is broken down into numerous sub-listings to cover different departments or aspects of University life.

ACE ALARMS & LOCK-SAFES: AU415=HPLA414-A
ADAMS LUMBER YARD: AU240=HPLA242
ALMEN’S FLOWERS: AU703=HPLA703-A, CON+2
AMHERST THEATER: AU225=HPLA225, AUN-1-C-2-Mayoral, AUN-2-A-2-Amherst, AUN--2-A-3-Quiz
ANDERSON’S CHEMICAL SUPPLY: AU307=HPLA308
ANDERSON’S FURNITURE & CARPETs: AU417=HPLA415, DON+12
ANTON’S RESTAURANT: AU912=HPLA912
ARKHAM ADVERTISER: AU128=HPLA130
ARKHAM AMATEUR THEATER COMPANY: Orientation
ARKHAM ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY: Orientation, AU612=HPLA609, AUN-2-AB-4-Night
ARKHAM BALER CO.: AU126=HPLA129
ARKHAM BELL TELEPHONE: AU223=HPLA223
ARKHAM BUS LINE: AU127=HPLA128
ARKHAM CAB CO.: AU234=HPLA236, AUN-1-DE-1-Angrily, AUN-4-DE-1-Arkham
ARKHAM CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: Orientation, AU125=HPLA126, AU205=HPLA206
ARKHAM DAIRY: AU404=HPLA403
ARKHAM EDISON: AU230=HPLA233
ARKHAM FIRST BANK: AU214=HPLA214, AU812=HPLA803, AU1007=HPLA1007, AUN-2-E-4-Shrewsbury
ARKHAM FUEL & COAL: AU113=HPLA114
ARKHAM GAS COMPANY: AU222=HPLA222
ARKHAM GAZETTE: AU108=HPLA108, AU414=HPLA413
ARKHAM GENERAL STORE: AU502=HPLA502, AU412=HPLA412
ARKHAM GIFT SHOP: AU447=HPLA442
ARKHAM GUN CLUB: Orientation, AU416=HPLA414-B, AU232=HPLA228, AU615=HPLA611, AU1006=HPLA1006, ALK+6
ARKHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY: Orientation, AU901=HPLA901, AU120=HPLA120, AU210=HPLA212, AU421=HPLA418, AU615=HPLA611, AU803=HPLA807, CON+0, CON+7, [map: CON+9]
ARKHAM LOAN AGENCY: AU112=HPLA111, AUN-3-C-4-Financial
ARKHAM MEDICAL EXAMINER: AU609=HPLA621
ARKHAM POLICE STATION: AU232=HPLA228
ARKHAM PRINTING: AU507=HPLA503
ARKHAM PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL: AU603=HPLA603, AU1007=HPLA1007, AUN-1-DE-2-Editorial, AUN--3-E-1-Funeral
Businesses: ARK—CON

ARKHAM PUBLIC LIBRARY: AU208=HPLA211
ARKHAM RESERVED CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH: AU817=HPLA817
ARKHAM RUGBY TEAM: AUN--3-E-1-Funeral
ARKHAM SANITARIUM: AU201=HPLA201, CON+2
ARKHAM SCHOOL BOARD: Orientation
ARKHAM SEWERS: TLP+0 (West Street drain), TLP+13, [cross-sections: TLP+14]
ARKHAM SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION OF ANIMALS: AU627=HPLA627, AUN-1-B-2-Frat
ARKHAM SWINGTIME BAND: AU131=HPLA133
ARKHAM TROLLEYS: AU224=HPLA224
ARKHAM WORSTED MILLS: AU309=HPLA309, AU1007=HPLA1007
ARLEY’S BOAT & BAIT: AU505=HPLA501
ART’S BILLIARDS: AU215=HPLA220
ARTHUR MURRAY SCHOOL OF DANCE: AU418=HPLA416, AUN-3-B-3-Services
ASBURY M.E. CHURCH: AU206=HPLA208
AUNT LUCY’S: AU133=HPLA134
B&M TRAIN STATION: AU132=HPLA132, AUN-3-B-2-To Let
B.F. JONES HARDWARE: AU451=HPLA445
BALLARD’S AUTO LOT: AU229=HPLA232, AUN-3-C-3-For Sale
BARGAIN HOUSE CLOTHIERS: AU453=HPLA447
BAYFRIAR’S CHURCH: AU714=HPLA707
BEACON OF HOPE SETTLEMENT HOUSE: AU509=HPLA505
BECKWORTH DEVELOPMENT CO.: DON+4

BEE’S DINER: AU209=HPLA210
BELL CAFÉ: AU442=HPLA437-B
BENSON’S MARKET: AU452=HPLA446, AUN-3-C-2-Employment, AUN-4-AB-3-Bensons
BORDEN ARMS HOTEL: AU130=HPLA129, AUN-3-B-2-To Let, DON+11
BRYANT’S APOTHECARY: AU445=HPLA441-A
BUNSEN’S BINDERY: AU237=HPLA237
CAMPUSS BICYCLE SHOP: AU702=HPLA702, AUN-3-B-3-Services
CASELIUS’S FINE JEWELERS: AU429=HPLA424-B
CHANSON’S SCHOOL OF POSITIVE THINKING: AU717=HPLA712, AUN-3-B-3-Services
CHECKLEY INSTITUTE FOR PSYCHIC RESEARCH (opened in 1917, closed in 1920): DON+3
CHELSEA HOUSE APARTMENTS: AU456=HPLA450, AUN-3-A-3-Apartments
CHRISTCHURCH CEMETERY: Brief History, AU916=HPLA917, AU303=HPLA301, AU705=HPLA704, AU1007=HPLA1007, DON+6, [cemetery map: DON+8], (Old Burial Ground part) DON+13, APS+8
CHRISTCHURCH EPISCOPAL: Intro to Neighborhood 4 (Merchant), AU448=HPLA439, AUN-2-C-2-Engagement, AUN-2-C-3-Baby
CHURCH STREET CAFETERIA: AU444=HPLA440
CLARKE’S RESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATIONS: AU814=HPLA811, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms
CLUB, THE: AU913=HPLA911, [map: TLP+3], TLP+10
COLLEGE BARBERSHOP: AU704=HPLA703-B
COMMERCIAL HOUSE: AU131=HPLA133, AUN-3-C-6-Personals
CONCRETE DIKES [Flood prevention]: AUN-3-D-1-Obituary
CONSTRUCTION SITE: AU114=HPLA115
COURTHOUSE & JAIL: AU210=HPLA212
CRAWFORD'S RESTAURANT: AU213=HPLA219, AUN-4-CD-3-Crawford
CROWNINSHIELD MANOR [Site at E End of High Street]: AU1012=HPLA1012, AU118=HPLA118, ALK+4
CURIOS & ANTIQUES: AU421=HPLA418
DANIEL SHAY PUBLIC SCHOOL: AU802=HPLA802
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: Orientation, AU813=HPLA810, AUN-2-D-4-DAR, CON+7
DEMOLITION SITE: AU220=HPLA221
DENNISON’S ICE CREAM: AU227=HPLA226
DESOLATE HIGHWAY CAFÉ: AU129=HPLA131
DIAMOND CREDIT AGENCY: AU207=HPLA209, AUN-3-C-4-Financial
DOCKS: AU410=HPLA410
DUNHAM’S BRICKYARD: AU513=HPLA512
E. E. SALTONSTALL & ASSOCIATES: AU123=HPLA124, AUN-2-E-4-Shrewsbury, AUN-3-B-4-Employment
EAST CHURCH: AU503=HPLA506
EAST PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL: AU508=HPLA508
EASTERLY WAREHOUSES: AU439=HPLA436
EASTTOWN 5 [Black Singing Group]: AU306=HPLA307
EBEN S. DRAPER PUBLIC SCHOOL: AU719=HPLA715
EDWARDS CONSTRUCTION COMPANY: AUN-1-AB-2-Wireless
ELEANOR PEABODY CHARITY HOME: AU504=HPLA507
ELEAZAR’S FUNERAL HOME: AU910=HPLA908, AUN--3-E-1-Funeral, TLP+6
ESSO SERVICE STATION: AU413=HPLA434, TLP+16
EVAN’s FERRY [historical; once the only way to cross the Miskatonic]: Brief History
EYE OF AMARA SOCIETY: Orientation, AU904=HPLA909, AU612=HPLA609, AU914=HPLA913, AU1007=HPLA1007
F&M TRAINS AND TOYS: AU455=HPLA449
FEDERAL BOND AGENCY: AU217=HPLA215-B, AUN-3-C-4-Financial
FIRE DEPARTMENT: AU236=HPLA230
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF ARKHAM: AU715=HPLA711
FIRST NATIONAL GROCERY STORE: AU243=HPLA231
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH: AU806=HPLA813
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH OF ARKHAM: AU302=HPLA303
FLEETWOOD DINER: AU202=HPLA202, AUN-3-B-4-Employment
FRANKLIN PLACE: AU801=HPLA801, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms
GALLERY OF ART: AU414=HPLA413
GARDNER FARM: AU623=HPLA620
GARRISON STREET BRIDGE: AUN-3-E-1-Funeral
GEDNEY & BROWN BROKERS: AU118=HPLA118
GILMAN’S OFFICE SUPPLIES: AU431=HPLA427
GLEASON’S DEPARTMENT STORE: AU457=HPLA426, AU816=HPLA814, AUN-4-ABCDE-2-Gleasons, DON+12
GRAFTON DINER: AU137=HPLA138
GUARDIAN BUILDING: AUN-3-A-3-Apartments
HALSEY PUBLIC SCHOOL: AU915=HPLA915
**Businesses: HAN—M.U.**

- **HANGMAN’S HILL:** AU402=HPLA404
- **HARDEN’S USED BOOKS:** AU450=HPLA444
- **HARDING HOUSE:** AU115=HPLA116, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms
- **HARWICKE’S STAMPS & COINS:** AU120=HPLA120, AUN-2-D-5-Hardwicke
- **HARRIET BOTS福德 HOTEL FOR WOMEN:** AU628=HPLA628
- **HATTIE’S BOUTIQUE:** AU428=HPLA424-A, AU1007=HPLA1007
- **HOTEL MISKATONIC:** AU626=HPLA626, AU812=HPLA803
- **HUBBARD GRADE SCHOOL:** AU407=HPLA408, TLP+0
- **ICE HOUSE:** AU308=HPLA310
- **INDEPENDENCE SQUARE** (aka TOWN COMMON): AU211=HPLA218
- **INNSMOUTH BUS:** AU203=HPLA203
- **ITALIAN CLUB** [AKA POTRELLO’S CLUB]: see CLUB, THE
- **JAYWIL’S BOOK STORE:** AU434=HPLA430-A
- **JEDEDIAH MARSH & ASSOCIATES:** AU110=HPLA110, AUN-2-D-3-Hall
- **JENKIN PUBLIC SCHOOL:** AU105=HPLA106
- **KEENAN’S LAUNDRY:** AU709=HPLA717
- **KROGER’S DEPARTMENT STORE:** AU437=HPLA422
- **LARKIN INSTITUTE:** AU902=HPLA902
- **LEWISTON HOUSE HOTEL:** AU708=HPLA710, AUN-3-B-2-To Let
- **LUCKY CLOVER CARTAGE CO.:** AU204=HPLA205, AU411=HPLA411, AU412=HPLA412, AU440=HPLA435, AU502=HPLA502, AU505=HPLA501, DON+12
- **MALLOY’S TIMEPIECES:** AU423=HPLA420-A
- **MANELLI’S MUSIC STORE:** AU420=HPLA417-B
- **MANLEY THEATER:** Orientation, AU109=HPLA109, AU225=HPLA225
- **MANTON & MANTON AGENTS** [Real Estate]: AU118=HPLA118, AUN-3-A-2-Houses, AUN-3-C-5-Wanted, AUN-4-AB-4-Manton
- **MARKWIL’S THEATRICAL SUPPLY:** AU443=HPLA438
- **MARSH’S CONFECTIONARY:** AU436=HPLA431
- **MARTIN PUBLIC SCHOOL:** AU305=HPLA306
- **MASONIC LODGE:** Orientation, AU107=HPLA105, AU232=HPLA228
- **MASSACHUSETTS GUARD ARMORY:** AU244=HPLA216
- **MAY LADIES BEAUTY SALON:** AU811=HPLA806
- **MEHLER’S FUNERAL PARLOR:** AU705=HPLA704, AUN--3-E-1-Funeral
- **MISKATONIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION:** Orientation, AU605=HPLA604
- **MISKATONIC CLUB:** Orientation, AU812=HPLA803, AU1007=HPLA1007, AUN-1-DE-2-Editorial
- **MISKATONIC UNIVERSITY**
  - *(General mentions)*: AU1012=HPLA1012, AU1014=HPLA1014, AUN-1-AB-2-Wireless, AUN-1-DE-1-Angry, AUN--3-E-1-Funeral
  - *(Antarctic expedition)*: AU612=HPLA609, AUN-2-CD-6-Admiral
  - *(Astor Mathematics Department)*: AU612=HPLA609
  - *(Athletic Field, West of Arkham)*: AU1004=HPLA1004
  - *(Axton Field House)*: AU608=HPLA608
  - *(Badgers)*: AUN-1-BC-1-Homecoming
  - *(Botany Department)*: AUN-1-A-1-Injunction
  - *(Campus Physician)*: AU612=HPLA609
MISKATONIC UNIVERSITY (cont’d)

(Charles Tyner Science Annex): AU613=HPLA610, AU612=HPLA609
(Civil law suit): AUN-2-E-3-University
(Copley Memorial Bell Tower): AU614=HPLA612
(Dormitories): AU618=HPLA618, AU619=HPLA619, AU620=HPLA615, ALK+2
(East Church): AU503=HPLA506
(Exhibit Museum): Brief History, AU624=HPLA624, AU612=HPLA609
(Facilities & Grounds Department): AU608=HPLA608
(Faculty & Graduate Residence): AU621=HPLA616
(Frat Trial): AUN-1-B-2-Frat
(Garage): AU707=HPLA709
(Hoyt Administration Building): AU625=HPLA625
(Jonathan Edwards Hall aka LL&A Building): AU607=HPLA607
(Laundry & Steam Plant): AU610=HPLA622
(Liberal Arts Building): AU615=HPLA611
(Lochley Hall): AU617=HPLA614, AUN-2-C-5-Amelia
(Marching Band): AU615=HPLA611
(MU Crier, Student Newspaper): AU625=HPLA625, AU615=HPLA611
(MU Players): AU615=HPLA611, AUN-3-C-1-University
(MU Press): AU615=HPLA611
(New LL&A Building): AUN-1-C-3-Construction
(Orne Library): AU623=HPLA620, AUN-3-D-1-Obituary
(Physical Education Department): AU608=HPLA608

(MLT’s House): AU622=HPLA617
(Scholarships): ALK+4, CON+2
(School of Applied Sciences): AU612=HPLA609
(School of Biology): AU612=HPLA609
(School of History & Social Sciences): AU615=HPLA611
(School of Languages, Literature, Arts): AU615=HPLA611
(School of Medicine): AU609=HPLA621, AUN-3-DE-2-Eminent, ALK+5
(School of Natural Sciences): AU612=HPLA609, AU1004=HPLA1004
(School of Physical Sciences): AU612=HPLA609
(Science Hall): AU612=HPLA609, AUN-2-AB-4-Night
(Statue of Dean Halsey): AU616=HPLA613

MISKATONIC VALLEY SAVINGS BANK: AU231=HPLA234
MISKATONIC VALLEY VETERAN’S HOME: AU601=HPLA601
MISS ANDREW’S SOCIAL PARLOR: AU903=HPLA903
MISS CHRISTIAN’S SCHOOL: AU117=HPLA119
MISS JENNY’S BEAUTY PARLOR: AU432=HPLA428
NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF BOOK-KEEPING: AU710=HPLA718, AUN-3-B-3-Services
NEWSSTAND: ARMITAGE & GARRISON: AU135=HPLA136
NEWSSTAND: MAIN & GARRISON: AU441=HPLA437-A
NORTHSIDE MARKET: AU228=HPLA227, AU1007=HPLA1007
OLD ARKHAM GRAVEYARD: AU712=HPLA705
OLD WAREHOUSES: AU411=HPLA411, AU440=HPLA435, DON+12, [map of wharves and warehouses: DON+13]

OLD WOODED GRAVEYARD: AU401=HPLA405, AU403=HPLA402

ORNE'S GANGWAY: AU722=HPLA721

PARRINGTON'S GUN SHOP: AU416=HPLA414-B, AUN-3-B-3-Services

PEABODY AVENUE BRIDGE: AUN-4-ABC-1-Letters

PENNY ARCADE: AU226=HPLA240

PET SHOP: AU419=HPLA417-A

PETRUCCI'S BARBERSHOP: AU916=HPLA916

PHILLIPS 66 STATION: AU235=HPLA235, AU413=HPLA434

PICKERING HOUSE: AU301=HPLA302

PIKE'S HABERDASHERY: AU430=HPLA425

POTTER'S FIELD: AU102=HPLA102

PUBLIC SCHOOLS BUILDING: AU406=HPLA407

PUMP HOUSE & WATER TOWER: AU101=HPLA101

RADIO CENTER: AU424=HPLA420-B

RAILROAD PROPERTIES: AU138=HPLA139, AU242=HPLA241

RARE BOOKS AND MAPS: AU124=HPLA125, AUN-2-DE-1-Rare

RIVERTOWN SHORE: AU501=HPLA513

“THE ROCKS” (Italian teen gang): TLP+2

ROTARY CLUB: Orientation, AU205=HPLA206, AUN-3-D-1-Obituary

SACRED HEART CHURCH: AU909=HPLA907

SANDER'S WAX MUSEUM: AU136=HPLA137, AUN-4-C-4-Sanders

SEARS-ROEBUCK CATALOG STORE: AU458=HPLA432

SHEEHAN CONTRACTOR SUPPLY: AU239=HPLA239

SIMPSON APARTMENTS: AU911=HPLA910, AUN-3-A-3-Apartments

SLAUGHTERHOUSE: AU241=HPLA243

SMITH'S BOARDING HOUSE: AU716=HPLA713, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms

SONS OF TIPPERARY [Irish social club]: [map: TLP+3]

SOUTHSIDE BATHHOUSE: AU713=HPLA706

SOUTHSIDE GYM: AU720=HPLA716

SPEAKEASY, THE: AU104=HPLA113, AU412=HPLA412

ST. MARY'S TEACHING HOSPITAL: AU611=HPLA623, AU609=HPLA621, AU612=HPLA609, AU1007=HPLA1007, AUN-1-BC-1-Homecoming, AUN-3-D-1-Obituary, AUN--3-E-1-Funeral

ST. MICHAEL'S CATHOLIC CHURCH: AU718=HPLA714, AUN-2-B-2-Boys, TLP+8, TLP+12

ST. STANISLAUS CHURCH: AU906=HPLA904

STEWART'S CARAVAN: AU454=HPLA448

STIEGLITZ & SON: AU118=HPLA118

SZYMANSKI'S BOARDING HOUSE: AU907=HPLA905, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms

TARAN HALL: AU908=HPLA906

TARANOWSKI'S BAKERY: AU116=HPLA117, AU446=HPLA441-B

TATTOOS: AU238=HPLA238

TELENEWS CINEMA: AU212=HPLA213, AUN-1-DE-3-Telenews, AUN-4-ABC-1-Letters

TEMPLE BAPTIST CHURCH: AU306=HPLA307

TENEMENT: AU914=HPLA913

TERRACE BUILDING: AU111=HPLA112
Businesses: TIM—YMCA

TILDEN ARMS HOTEL: AU134=HPLA135, AUN-3-B-2-To Let

TIMBLETON ARMS HOTEL: AU810=HPLA805, AU412=HPLA412, AUN-3-A-3-Apartments

TOWER PROFESSIONAL BUILDING: AU118=HPLA118, AU812=HPLA803

TOWN HALL: Orientation, Intro to Neighborhood 2 (Downtown), AU221=HPLA217

TRANSFORMER STATION: FRENCH HILL: AU723=HPLA722

TRANSFORMER STATION: NORTH-SIDE: AU304=HPLA305

TRANSFORMER STATION: SOUTH-WEST: AU602=HPLA602

U.S. POST OFFICE: AU233=HPLA229

UNIVERSITY SHOE STORE: AU433=HPLA429

UNIVERSITY SHOP: AU435=HPLA430-B, AUN-4-DE-4-University

UNIVERSITY SPA: AU706=HPLA708

UNNAMEABLE HOUSE: AU403=HPLA402

UNVISITED ISLAND: AU409=HPLA401

UPTOWN LAUNDRY: AU121=HPLA123

WALGREEN DRUGS: AU701=HPLA701

WALTERS’ OPTICS & FANCY TOYS: AU426=HPLA421-B

WATERHOUSE, THE: [map: TLP+3], TLP+11

WEST CHURCH: AU408=HPLA409

WESTERN UNION OFFICE: AU132=HPLA132

WHARVES (between West St and Garrison: Arkham Wharf, Old Brown Wharf, Old Jenkin Wharf, Old Saltonstall Wharf, Federal Wharf, Union Wharf): [map of wharves and warehouses: DON+13]

WHITECHAPEL MORTUARY: AU604=HPLA606, AUN--3-E-1-Funeral

WHITECHAPEL NURSING HOME: AU804=HPLA808, AUN-3-B-3-Services

WINTERFEST COMMITTEE: AUN-4-ABC-1-Letters

WITCH HOUSE: AU711=HPLA719, AU612=HPLA609, AU624=HPLA624

WOOLWORTH’S 5 & 10: AU438=HPLA433

WORLDWIDE CLIPPING SERVICE: AU122=HPLA122, AUN-4-E-3-Worldwide

Y.M.C.A.: AU721=HPLA720, AUN-3-A-5-To Let
INDEX 3: SITES SURROUNDING ARKHAM

This index is an alphabetic listing of sites in close proximity to Arkham, but not actually within the town itself.

ARKHAM AIR FIELD (site E of Arkham): AU1013=HPLA1013, AU615=HPLA611

AYLESBURY PIKE: [map: CON+1]

BILLINGTON STREAM (waterway NW of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

BILLINGTON’S WOODS (site NW of Arkham): AU1001=HPLA1001, [map: CON+1]

BLAIR ROAD (country road NW of Arkham joining Aylesbury Pike): CON+16

BLASTED HEATH (site W of Arkham): AU1010=HPLA1010

BOWEN BRIDGE (collapsed bridge across Miskatonic, W of Arkham): CON+6

BOWEN ROAD (country road W of Arkham joining Aylesbury Pike): [map: CON+1]

BOWEN WOODS (site NW of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

CABOT CREEK (waterway W of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

CABOT ROAD (country road W of Arkham joining Aylesbury Pike): CON+3

CHAPMAN FARMHOUSE (site N of Arkham): AU1006=HPLA1006, ALK+6

CHAPMAN’S CREEK (waterway N of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

CLARK’S CORNERS: AU1008=HPLA1008, AU1010=HPLA1010

DARK RAVINE (site N of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

FENNER’S ROAD HOUSE (site on highway between Arkham and Newburyport): AU1015=HPLA1015

GOODY FOWLER COTTAGE (site SW of Arkham): AU1009=HPLA1009

HARPER’S WOODS (site N of Arkham along highway 1A towards Fenner’s Road House): DON+12

HILL STREET (unpaved road on far W border of town; formerly “Bad Water road”): Intro for Neighborhoods 6 (Campus) and 8 (Uptown), AU405=HPLA406, CON+1, CON+9

KINGSPORT HEAD (site East of Arkham): AU1014=HPLA1014

MEADOW HILL (site North of Arkham): AU1007=HPLA1007, AU403=HPLA402, AU409=HPLA401, AU711=HPLA719, AU1005=HPLA1005, AU1006=HPLA1006, ALK+5, [map: CON+1]

OLD CARTER MANSION (site SW of Arkham): AU1003=HPLA1003

PARSON’S POINT (site NW of Arkham): [map: CON+1], CON+16

PHILLIPS FARM (site W of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

PHILLIPS WOODS (site W of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

POTTER’S GENERAL STORE [Clark’s Corners]: AU1008=HPLA1008

RAVINE LANE (country road N of Arkham, passing to W of Meadow Hill): [map: CON+1]

SERMON BISHOP HOUSE (old mansion on Hill street, W of Arkham proper): CON+11

SNAKE’S DEN CAVE (site SW of Arkham): AU1002=HPLA1002

“SPLIT ROCK” (local landmark N of Arkham, huge granite boulder on NW slope of Meadow Hill): APS+5

STONY CREEK (waterway NNW of Arkham): [map: CON+1]

SUTTON ROAD (country road W of Arkham joining Aylesbury Pike): CON+4

TOWN DUMP (site N of Arkham): AU1005=HPLA1005, [map: CON+1]

WILCOX PRIVATE MUSEUM (site half-mile E of Arkham, on Saltonstall road): TOY+3
INDEX 4: ARKHAM ADDRESSES

This index is an alphabetic listing of Arkham street addresses mentioned somewhere in Herber’s Arkham material (whether in the sourcebook, newspaper prop, or one of the “canonical” scenarios).

For convenience this index is broken into sub-listings for each of the nine Arkham neighborhoods. Within each listing, entries are sorted first by the name of the street (minus any N/S/E/W prefix). Multiple entries for a single street are then sorted by prefix and then lastly by street number.

Some additional information about the context in which the address is mentioned is also included (usually in square brackets after the address).

For further information about Arkham’s system of numbering addresses on streets in different parts of town, see the Appendix.

Addresses in Neighborhood 1: Northside

179 W. Armitage St [Tilden Arms Hotel]: AU134=HPLA135, AUN-3-B-2-To Let
237 W. Armitage St [Aunt Lucy’s]: AU133=HPLA134
297 W. Armitage St [Commercial House]: AU131=HPLA133
350 W. Armitage St [Tower Professional Building]: AU118=HPLA118
350 W. Armitage St [Dr. Allen Turner, suite 5A]: AU118=HPLA118
350 W. Armitage St [Dr Ephraim Sprague]: AU118=HPLA118
350 W. Armitage St [Dr G.R. Feldman]: AU118=HPLA118
350 W. Armitage St [Edwin Cassidy, Attorney, suite 4A]: AU118=HPLA118
350 W. Armitage St [Gedney & Brown Brokers]: AU118=HPLA118

Neighborhoods of Arkham

Herber’s depiction of Arkham contains nine distinct neighborhoods.

The three neighborhoods north of the Miskatonic are (from west to east): Northside, Downtown, and East-Town. The boundaries of these suburbs are long N-S streets running through the entire northern section of the town.

- **Northside** is the region to the west of N. Garrison Street;
- **Downtown** is the region to the east of N. Garrison but west of Federal Street;
- **East-Town** is the region to the east of Federal Street.

The six neighborhoods south of the Miskatonic are loosely arranged in a 2 x 3 grid bounded by long N-S streets and long E-W streets. These neighborhoods can be thought of as three “pairs”: a pair of neighborhoods (Merchant and Rivertown) directly adjacent to the Miskatonic River; a pair of neighborhoods directly south of those (Campus and French Hill); and a pair of neighborhoods on the southern-most edge of town (Uptown and Lower Southside). The boundaries of these are:

- **Merchant** is bounded by: the river to the north, Church St to the south, and Peabody Ave to the east.
- **Rivertown** is bounded by: the river to the north, Church St to the south-west, and Peabody Ave to the west.
- **Campus** is bounded by: Church St to the north, Pickman St to the south, and S. Garrison St to the east.
- **French Hill** is bounded by: Church St to the north, Pickman St to the south and S. Garrison St to the west.
- **Uptown** is bounded by: Pickman St to the north and S. Garrison St to the east.
- **Lower Southside** (often just called Southside) is bounded by: Pickman St to the north and S. Garrison St to the west.
350 W. Armitage St [Manton & Manton agents, suite 2B]: AU118=HPLA118, AUN-3-A-2-Houses, AUN-3-C-5-Wanted, AUN-4-AB-4-Manton

350 W. Armitage St [Stieglitz & Son, suite 3A]: AU118=HPLA118

350 W. Armitage St [Beckwith Development Company]: DON+4

387 W. Armitage St [Desolate Highway Café]: AU129=HPLA131

389 W. Armitage St [Arkham Advertiser]: AU128=HPLA130

523 W. Armitage St [Arkham Baler Co.]: AU126=HPLA129

SW cnr W. Armitage St & Garrison St [Newsstand]: AU135=HPLA136

511 Brown St [Taranowski’s Bakery]: AU116=HPLA117

561 Brown St [Harding House]: AU115=HPLA116, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms

622 Brown St [Guardian Building]: AU106=HPLA107, AUN-3-A-3-Apartments

623 Brown St [Former site of Checkley Psychic Research Institute on 2nd floor; office now occupied by mass-mail advertising company]: DON+3

679 Brown St [Masonic Lodge]: AU107=HPLA105

374 W. Curwen St [Nina Williams Hope]: CON+4

498 W. Curwen St [Laban Shrewsbury]: AU103=HPLA104

560 W. Derby St [Pump House & Water Tower]: AU101=HPLA101

W. Derby St [Bartholomew Appley IV, Dilettante]: AU139=HPLA103

443 N. Garrison St [Sander’s Wax Museum]: AU136=HPLA137, AUN-4-C-4-Sanders

621 N. Garrison St [Arkham Loan Agency]: AUN-3-C-4-Financial

721 N. Garrison St [The Speakeasy]: AU104=HPLA113

945 N. Garrison St [Potter’s Field]: AU102=HPLA102

511 Gedney St [E. E. Saltonstall & Associates]: AU123=HPLA124

520 Gedney St [Arkham Chamber of Commerce]: AU125=HPLA126

565 Gedney St [Uptown Laundry]: AU121=HPLA123

588 Gedney St [Rare Books and Maps]: AU124=HPLA125, AUN-2-DE-1-Rare

611 Gedney St [Terrace Building, apartment for rent]: AU111=HPLA112, AUN-3-A-3-Apartments

621 Gedney St [Arkham Loan Agency]: AU112=HPLA111

670 Gedney St [Manley Theater]: AU109=HPLA109

106 W. High Lane [Grafton Diner]: AU137=HPLA138

298 W. High Lane [B&M Train Station]: AU132=HPLA132

298 W. High Lane [Western Union Office]: AU132=HPLA132

488 W. High Lane [Borden Arms Hotel]: AU130=HPLA129, AUN-3-B-2-To Let

562 W. High Lane [Arkham Fuel & Coal]: AU113=HPLA114

916 W. High Lane [Jermyn Horton Bladesdell, deceased]: AUN-3-C-3-For Sale

488 W. Hyde St [Jenkin Public School]: AU105=HPLA106

520 Jenkin St [Worldwide Clipping Service]: AU122=HPLA122, AUN-4-E-3-Worldwide

562 Jenkin St [Hardwicke’s Stamps & Coins]: AU120=HPLA120, AUN-2-D-5-Hardwicke

577 Jenkin St [Miss Christian’s School]: AU117=HPLA119

588 Jenkin St [J. J. Abbott, Taxidermist]: AU119=HPLA121

622 Jenkin St [Jedediah Marsh & Associates]: AU110=HPLA110
Addresses in Neighborhood 2: Downtown

139 E. Armitage St [Art’s Billiards]: AU215=HPLA220
148 E. Armitage St [Dennison’s Ice Cream]: AU227=HPLA226
235 E. Armitage St [Arkham Gas Company]: AU222=HPLA222
302 E. Armitage St [Arkham Police Station]: AU232=HPLA228
345 E. Armitage St [Arkham Bell Telephone]: AU223=HPLA223
404 E. Armitage St [Arkham Trolleys]: AU224=HPLA224
418 E. Armitage St [Fire Department]: AU236=HPLA230
115 E. Curwen St [Jeffery Noyes]: CON+4
136 E. Curwen St [Kenneth Heath]: AU204=HPLA205, AUN-3-B-3-Services
332 E. Curwen St [Bee’s Diner]: AU209=HPLA210
225 E. Derby St [Arkham Sanitarium]: AU201=HPLA201
705 Dyer St [Insmouth Bus]: AU203=HPLA203
715 Dyer St [Fleetwood Diner]: AU202=HPLA202
411 Fish St [Sheehan Contractor Supply]: AU239=HPLA239
443 Fish St [Tattoos]: AU238=HPLA238
422 N. Garrison St [First National Grocery Store]: AU243=HPLA231
480 N. Garrison St [Amherst Theater]: AU225=HPLA225
552 N. Garrison St [Telenews Cinema]: AU212=HPLA213, AUN-1-DE-3-Telenews
Errors in Arkham Unveiled

Herber's original source material is meticulous in its attention to maintaining internal consistency. There are however a handful of errors that slipped through the cracks:

- **Trolley Station** (AU224, HPLA224) on E. Armitage St has a street number, 404, that would normally be on South side of street, but maps show it on the North.
- **Ahbury M. E. Church** (AU206, HPLA208) on Marsh St has a street number, 640, that would normally be on East side of street but maps show it on the West side.
- **"Prisoner in Attic"** (AU303, HPLA301) on Noyes St has a street number, 753, that would normally be on West side of street, but maps show it on the East side.
- **Courthouse** (AU210, HPLA212) on N. Peabody St has street number, 666, that would normally be on East side (i.e., in Independence Square) but the courthouse is actually on the West side of street. It’s assumed that the number “666” exists for horror-novelty factor rather than strict accuracy.
- **Orne’s Gangway** (AU722, HPLA721) on S. French Hill St has a street number that is clearly wrong for the location shown on maps: the sourcebook entry suggest street number 780, but it would be more realistically given a number of 480.
- **Eben Draper School** (AU719, HPLA715) on S. Powder Mill St has street number, 373, that would normally be on East side of street, but maps show it on the West side.
- **Trolley tracks of the French Hill Line** are shown as travelling on Water Street for a block before joining the Peabody Avenue bridge across the Miskatonic. Unfortunately, in the large-scale town map, this street clearly passes under a bridge, making such a join-up impossible (unless a ramp or similar were to exist, which isn’t shown).
- **Map of Neighborhoods and Trolley Routes** (AU page 8) shows a different numbering scheme for E–W blocks. This map suggests a system where numbering (and E vs W) starts at Peabody rather than Garrison. Nowhere else in the book uses this convention, so presumably this is a carry-over from an earlier phase of the design which didn’t get corrected.

551 N. Peabody Ave [Town Hall]: AU221=HPLA217
666 N. Peabody Ave [Courthouse & Jail]: AU210=HPLA212
NW cnr N. Peabody Ave & High Lane [Phillips 66 Station]: AU235=HPLA235
315 E. Water St [Adams Lumber Yard]: AU240=HPLA242
400 E. Water St [Slaughterhouse]: AU241=HPLA243

**Addresses in Neighborhood 3: East-Town**

650 E. Armitage St [Anderson’s Chemical Supply]: AU307=HPLA308
750 E. Armitage St [Arkham Worsted Mills]: AU309=HPLA309
648 E. Federal St [Alexander Pierce]: CON+4
656 Federal St [First Unitarian Church of Arkham]: AU302=HPLA303
698 Federal St [Pickering House]: AU301=HPLA302
571 Halsey St [Temple Baptist Church]: AU306=HPLA307
217 Noyes St [Cottage for sale]: AUN-3-A-2-Houses
511 Noyes St [Martin Public School]: AU305=HPLA306
633 Noyes St [Checkley Mansion]: DON+0
753 Noyes St [House]: AU303=HPLA301
600 E. Water St [Ice House]: AU308=HPLA310
606 Whately St [Northside Transformer Station]: AU304=HPLA305
Addresses: Merchant

Addresses in Neighborhood 4: Merchant District

108 N. Boundary St [Unnameable house]:
AU403=HPLA402

113 S. Boundary St [Elijah Potts/Hooper, stone mason]: AU405=HPLA406, AUN-3-C-3-For Sale

135 E. Church St [Bryant’s Apothecary]:
AU445=HPLA441-A

157 E. Church St [Taranowski’s Bakery]:
AU446=HPLA441-B

195 E. Church St [Arkham Gift Shop]:
AU447=HPLA442

211 E. Church St [Stewart’s Caravan]:
AU454=HPLA448

233 E. Church St [F&M Trains and Toys]:
AU455=HPLA449

267 E. Church St [Chelsea House Apartments]: AU456=HPLA450, AUN-3-A-3-Apartments

110 W. Church St [Woolworth’s 5 & 10]:
AU438=HPLA433

168 W. Church St [Sears-Roebuck Catalog Store]: AU458=HPLA432

172 W. Church St [Marsh’s Confectionary]:
AU436=HPLA431

224 W. Church St [University Shop]:
AU435=HPLA430-B, AUN-4-DE-4-University

244 W. Church St [Jaywil’s Book Store (approx location)]: AU434=HPLA430-A

268 W. Church St [University Shoe Store]:
AU433=HPLA429

288 W. Church St [Miss Jenny’s Beauty Parlor]: AU432=HPLA428

298 W. Church St [Gilman’s Office Supplies]: AU431=HPLA427

310 W. Church St [Gleason’s Department Store]: AU457=HPLA426, AUN-4-ABCDE-2-Gleason

338 W. Church St [Pike’s Haberdashery]:
AU430=HPLA425

388 W. Church St [Caselius’s Fine Jewelers]:
AU429=HPLA424-B

428 W. Church St [Hattie’s Boutique]:
AU428=HPLA424-A

478 W. Church St [E. Waite, Goldsmith]:
AU427=HPLA423

622 W. Church St [Hubbard Grade School]:
AU407=HPLA408

NE cnr E. Church St & Garrison St [Church St Cafeteria]: AU444=HPLA440

132 E. Main St [Bell Café]:
AU442=HPLA437-B

148 E. Main St [Markwil’s Theatrical Supply]: AU443=HPLA438

206 E. Main St [Caleb Markham, Locksmith]: AU449=HPLA443, AUN-3-B-4-Employment

226 E. Main St [Harden’s Used Books]:
AU450=HPLA444

244 E. Main St [B.F. Jones Hardware]:
AU451=HPLA445

276 E. Main St [Benson’s Market]:
AU452=HPLA446, AUN-3-C-2-Employment, AUN-4-AB-3-Bensons

390 E. Main St [Bargain House Clothiers]:
AU453=HPLA447

131 W. Main St [Walters’ Optics & Fancy Toys]: AU426=HPLA421-B

185 W. Main St [Feener Avery, Tobacconist]:
AU425=HPLA421-A

197 W. Main St [Radio Center]:
AU424=HPLA420-B

200 W. Main St [Lucky Clover Cartage]:
AU412=HPLA412

205 W. Main St [Malloy’s Timepieces]:
AU423=HPLA420-A

237 W. Main St [Optometrist]:
AU422=HPLA419

261 W. Main St [Curios & Antiques]:
AU421=HPLA418

307 W. Main St [Manelli’s Music Store]:
AU420=HPLA417-B
### Addresses: Rivertown / Campus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>321 W. Main St [Pet Shop]: AU419=HPLA417-A</td>
<td>333 W. Main St [Arthur Murray School of Dance]: AU418=HPLA416, AUN-3-B-3-Services</td>
<td>353 W. Main St [Anderson’s Furniture &amp; Carpets]: AU417=HPLA415</td>
<td>417 W. Main St [Parrington’s Gun Shop]: AU416=HPLA414-B, AUN-3-B-3-Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>433 W. Main St [Ace Alarms &amp; Lock-safes]: AU415=HPLA414-A</td>
<td>451 W. Main St [Gallery of Art]: AU414=HPLA413</td>
<td>561 W. Main St [West Church]: AU408=HPLA409</td>
<td>600 W. Main St [Old Russel House, Richard Merton (location on this block, south side)]: CON+12, [block map: CON+13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601 W. Main St [Public Schools Building]: AU406=HPLA407</td>
<td>NE cnr E. Main St &amp; Garrison St [Esso Service Station]: AU413=HPLA434</td>
<td>SE cnr E. Main St &amp; Garrison St [Newstand]: AU441=HPLA437-A</td>
<td>SE cnr E. Main St &amp; Garrison St [Taxi Rank]: AUN-4-DE-1-Arkham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW cnr W. Main St &amp; Garrison St [Kroger’s]: AU437=HPLA422</td>
<td>150 S. Parsonage St [Christchurch Episcopal]: AU448=HPLA439</td>
<td>559 W. River St [Arkham Dairy]: AU404=HPLA403</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Addresses in Neighborhood 5: River Town

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>211 N. East St [Hiram the Junkman]: AU512=HPLA511</td>
<td>191 N. French Hill St [Gregor Weilder, Glassblower]: AU506=HPLA504</td>
<td>421 E. Main St [Arkham General Store]: AU502=HPLA502</td>
<td>444 E. Main St [East Church]: AU503=HPLA506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550 E. Main St [East Public High School]: AU508=HPLA508</td>
<td>106 N. Powder Mill St [Arkham Printing]: AU507=HPLA503</td>
<td>174 S. Powder Mill St [Eleanor Peabody Charity Home]: AU504=HPLA507</td>
<td>500 E. River St [Dunham’s Brickyard]: AU513=HPLA512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608 E. River St [Beacon of Hope Settlement House]: AU509=HPLA505</td>
<td>SW cnr E. River St &amp; East St [Jacob Asker, Blacksmith]: AU511=HPLA510</td>
<td>137 N. Sentinel St [Gunther Schmidt, Glazier]: AU510=HPLA509, AUN-3-B-3-Services</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Addresses in Neighborhood 6: Campus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>224 S. Boundary St [Miskatonic Valley Veteran’s Home]: AU601=HPLA601</td>
<td>322 S. Boundary St [Southwest Transformer Station]: AU602=HPLA602</td>
<td>581 W. Church St [Whitechapel Mortuary]: AU604=HPLA606, AUN-3-E-1-Funeral</td>
<td>665 W. Church St [Arkham Public High School]: AU603=HPLA603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111 W. College St [Arkham SPCA]: AU627=HPLA627</td>
<td>200 W. College St [Hotel Miskatonic (occupies whole block)]: AU626=HPLA626</td>
<td>333 W. College St [Hoyt Administration Building]: AU625=HPLA625</td>
<td>611 W. College St [MU Laundry &amp; Steam Plant]: AU610=HPLA622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>676 W. College St [MU School of Medicine]: AU609=HPLA621</td>
<td>588 Crane St [Nathaniel &amp; Wingate Peaslee]: AU606=HPLA605</td>
<td>602 Crane St [Miskatonic Athletic Association]: AU605=HPLA604</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Addresses: French Hill / Uptown

122 W. Pickman St [Harriet Botsford Hotel for Women]: AU628=HPLA628
270 S. West St [MU (Jonathan Edwards Hall aka LL&A Building)]: AU607=HPLA607
378 S. West St [MU (Axton Field House)]: AU608=HPLA608
450 S. West St [St. Mary’s Teaching Hospital]: AU611=HPLA623

Addresses in Neighborhood 7: French Hill

146 E. Church St [Campus Bicycle Shop]: AU702=HPLA702, AUN-3-B-3-Services
{Typo in newspaper, incorrectly says: “W. Church instead of E. Church”}
250 E. Church St [Old Arkham Graveyard]: AU712=HPLA705
540 E. Church St [Bayfriar’s Churdh]: AU714=HPLA707
600 E. Church St [Clubhouse of “Sons of Tipperary”; above produce market (location on this block, north side)]: TLP+8
152 E. College St [Keenan’s Laundry]: AU709=HPLA717
181 E. College St [Lewiston House Hotel]: AU708=HPLA710, AUN-3-B-2-To Let
297 E. College St [Dr. Chanson’s School of Positive Thinking]: AU717=HPLA712, AUN-3-B-3-Services
471 S. French Hill St [French Hill Transformer Station]: AU723=HPLA722
259 S. Garrison St [Almen’s Flowers]: AU703=HPLA703-A
271 S. Garrison St [College Barbershop]: AU704=HPLA703-B
311 S. Garrison St [University Spa]: AU706=HPLA708
SE cnr S. Garrison St & Church St [Walgreen Drugs]: AU701=HPLA701
171 Lich St [Mehler’s Funeral Parlor]: AU705=HPLA704, AUN-3-E-1-Funeral
180 Lich St [Joel Manton]: AU406=HPLA407

Addresses in Neighborhood 8: Uptown

214 Lich St [First Baptist Church of Arkham]: AU715=HPLA711
288 Lich St [Smith’s Boarding House]: AU716=HPLA713, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms, AUN-3-B-3-Services
432 Lich St [St. Michael’s Catholic Church]: AU718=HPLA714
233 S. Parsonage St [Apartment; Humphrey White]: CON+4
334 S. Parsonage St [MU Garage]: AU707=HPLA709
209 S. Peabody Ave [Southside Bathhouse]: AU713=HPLA706
215 S. Peabody Ave [Thomas Lindsay III]: TLP+12
103 E. Pickman St [New England School of Bookkeeping]: AU710=HPLA718, AUN-3-B-3-Services
197 E. Pickman St [Witch House, room for rent]: AU711=HPLA719, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms
373 S. Powder Mill St [Eben S. Draper Public School]: AU719=HPLA715
400 S. Powder Mill St [Sean Kelly (location on this block, west side)]: TLP+7
477 S. Powder Mill St [Room to let, YMCA]: AU721=HPLA720, AUN-3-A-5-To Let
348 S. Sentinel St [Southside Gym]: AU720=HPLA716

Addresses in Neighborhood 8: Uptown

122 W. High St [May Ladies Beauty Salon]: AU811=HPLA806
288 W. High St [Mrs. Mildred Etheridge, spiritualist]: DON+5
348 W. High St [Dr. Henry Armitage]: AU623=HPLA620
411 W. High St [Miskatonic Club]: AU812=HPLA803
602 W. High St [Daniel Shay Public School]: AU802=HPLA802
406 W. Miskatonic Ave [Enod Ames]: CON+4
### Addresses: Uptown / Southside

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Uptown/Southside</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>417 W. Miskatonic Ave [Henry Armitage]</td>
<td>AU808=HPLA816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>507 W. Miskatonic Ave [Morton Hartwell, Medical Doctor]</td>
<td>AU807=HPLA815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680 W. Miskatonic Ave [Harold Shear]</td>
<td>AU816=HPLA814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Miskatonic Ave [Neeley Family, Abigail LaRue]</td>
<td>AU1007=HPLA1007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111 W. Pickman St [Timbleton Arms]</td>
<td>AU810=HPLA805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299 W. Pickman St [Stewart Portman, Dilettante]</td>
<td>AU809=HPLA804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>587 W. Pickman St [Franklin Place, room for rent]</td>
<td>AU801=HPLA801, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118 W. Saltonstall St [Albert Wilmarth]</td>
<td>AU815=HPLA812, AU615=HPLA611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>276 W. Saltonstall St [Clark’s Residential Accommodation, room for rent]</td>
<td>AU814=HPLA811, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>432 W. Saltonstall St [Daughters of the American Revolution]</td>
<td>AU813=HPLA810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>522 W. Saltonstall St [Horton Wilson, Medical Doctor]</td>
<td>AU805=HPLA809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602 W. Saltonstall St [Whitechapel Nursing Home]</td>
<td>AU804=HPLA808, AUN-3-B-3-Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651 W. Saltonstall St [First Presbyterian Church]</td>
<td>AU806=HPLA813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662 W. Saltonstall St [Daniel Upton, Architect]</td>
<td>AU803=HPLA807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651 W. Washington St [Arkham Reserved Congregational Church]</td>
<td>AU817=HPLA817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615 S. French Hill St [Tenement, apartment for rent]</td>
<td>AU914=HPLA913, AUN-3-A-4-Apartments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620 S. French Hill St [The Club]</td>
<td>AU913=HPLA911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708 S. French Hill St [Petrucci’s Barbershop]</td>
<td>AU916=HPLA916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501 S. Garrison St [Arkham Historical Society; building known as the Pingree-Baldwin House]</td>
<td>AU901=HPLA901, CON+7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109 E. High St [Miss Andrew’s Social Parlor]</td>
<td>AU903=HPLA903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132 E. High St [Benson Crane]</td>
<td>CON+4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>391 E. Miskatonic Ave [Halsey Public School]</td>
<td>AU915=HPLA915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166 E. Pickman St [Larkin Institute]</td>
<td>AU902=HPLA902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552 S. Powder Mill St [Taran Hall]</td>
<td>AU908=HPLA906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>689 S. Powder Mill St [Anton’s Restaurant]</td>
<td>AU912=HPLA912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131 E. Saltonstall St [Eye of Amara Society]</td>
<td>AU904=HPLA909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>184 E. Saltonstall St [Veterinarian]</td>
<td>AU905=HPLA914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>522 Walnut St [St. Stanislaus Church]</td>
<td>AU906=HPLA904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>574 Walnut St [Szymanski’s Boarding House]</td>
<td>AU907=HPLA905, AUN-3-A-4-Rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>596 Walnut St [Dual occupancy house; Margaret &amp; Mildred Hathaway (upstairs), Hilda Francks (downstairs)]</td>
<td>APS+0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648 Walnut St [Simpson Apartments]</td>
<td>AU911=HPLA910, AUN-3-A-3-Apartments, (Apartment 210) AUN-3-B-3-Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Addresses in Neighborhood 9: Lower Southside

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Lower Southside</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>549 S. French Hill St [Eleazar’s Funeral Home]</td>
<td>AU910=HPLA908, AUN--3-E-1-Funeral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>554 S. French Hill St [Sacred Heart Church]</td>
<td>AU909=HPLA907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
New Errors Introduced During Revision for H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham

The process of revising the sourcebook for HPLA seems to have created a number of new problems as well as some arbitrary reassignments of addresses (possibly to make the maps work better). All of these divergences are noted below:

- **Bartholemew Appleby IV** (AU139, HPLA103) is included in the Northside section of the original AU with mention in the text of a house on Saltonstall (which only runs south of the river). The neighborhood maps in AU show a house on W. Derby. HPLA attempts to fix this by replacing the textual mention of Saltonstall and inventing a street address for this (100 W. Derby), however this number doesn't fit with the address numbering system in AU — the location shown on the map would suggest an even street number about half way along the 200 block instead (e.g., 250 W. Derby).

- **Hardwicke’s Stamps & Coins**: not an error as such, but address and location changes slightly between editions (moving from 562 Jenkin to 561 Jenkin). On the map, it also moves from one side of Jenkin street to the other.

- **Dr Heinrich T. Muelhig**: Location moved in HPLA (from 555 Marsh to 157 E. Curwen). Location shown on neighborhood map is on the correct side of the street, but probably is not on the 100 block; more likely an odd number close to 200.

- **Dr Sinterwald**: Location moved in HPLA (street address changed from 567 Marsh to 568 Marsh). On neighborhood map, new location is actually on the high 600 block, probably an odd number (perhaps 687 or similar).

- **E. Parrington, Gunsmith** moves number on W. Main (417 to 433 ½). The newspaper prop in the back of HPLA has not been updated to reflect this change which still includes the old address.

- **Manelli’s Music Store** moves number on W. Main (307 to 321 ½).

- **Radio Center** moves number on W. Main (197 to 205 ½).

- **Walter’s Optics** moves number on W. Main (131 to 185 ½).

- **Hattie’s Boutique** moves number on W. Church (from 422 to 388) as does Caselius’s Fine Jewelers (from 388 to 388 ½).

- **Jaywil’s Book Store** is not given a number in AU, but has one in HPLA — 224 W. Church. The University Shop changes street number from 224 W. Church to 224 ½ W. Church. This latter change hasn’t been reflected in the newspaper prop at the back of HPLA which still includes the old address.

- **Taranowski’s Bakery** moves number on E. Church (157 to 135 ½).

- **Eleanor Peabody Charity Home** is missing a street number in HPLA (probably a typo; in AU it is 174 S. Powder Mill).

- **Dunham’s Brickyard** is listed in HPLA text as being on Armitage Street which is obviously incorrect; the HPLA map still shows it on River Street, so it’s almost certainly a typo in the text.

- **Campus Bicycle Shop** is listed in the HPLA text as being on W. Church, but the map shows it on E. Church (which agrees with AU, so it’s likely a typo in the HPLA text). This error has been replicated in the newspaper prop in both AU and HPLA.

- **College Barbershop** moves number on S. Garrison (from 271 to 259 ½).

- **OCR Errors**: several entries in the HPLA text describing Uptown and Lower Southside neighborhoods are marred by bad OCR renditions which mis-read the digit “1” as “7”
  - First Presbyterian Church on W. Saltonstall (651 to 657)
  - Arkham Reserved Congregational Church on W. Washington (651 to 657)
  - Arkham Historical Society on S. Garrison (531 to 537)
  - Larkin Institute on E. Pickman (166 to 766 … which is obviously incorrect and doesn’t match map)
  - Miss Andrews Social Parlour on E. High (109 to 709 … which doesn’t match map)
INDEX 5: ARKHAM TELEPHONE NUMBERS

This index is a listing of all telephone numbers referred to in Herber’s Arkham material. The only place where telephone numbers appear is in the newspaper prop supplied with *Arkham Unveiled* and *H.P. Lovecraft’s Arkham*.

Entries are sorted by telephone number – all Arkham numbers have the same prefix (sometimes referred to as a “Misk”).

Some additional information about the context in which the number is mentioned is also included (usually in square brackets after the telephone number).

**Misk 1121** [“Ed”, lost watch]: AUN-3-C-6-Personals

**Misk 1414** [Arkham Cab Co]: AUN-4-DE-1-Arkham

**Misk 1445** [Gunther Schmidt]: AUN-3-B-3-Services

**Misk 1447** [Lost Hat]: AUN-3-C-6-Personals

**Misk 1451** [Mr Wvinch, Spiritualist]: AUN-3-B-3-Services

**Misk 1819** [New England School of Bookkeeping]: AUN-3-B-3-Services

**Misk 1991** [Benson’s Market]: AUN-4-AB-3-Bensons

**Misk 2337** [Mrs Dombrowski]: AUN-3-A-4-Rooms

**Misk 2888** [Timbleton Arms Hotel]: AUN-3-A-3-Apartments

**Misk 3827** [Manton & Manton agents]: AUN-3-A-2-Houses, AUN-3-C-5-Wanted, AUN-4-AB-4-Manton

**Misk 4126** [Rare Books and Maps]: AUN-2-DE-1-Rare

**Misk 5439** [Borden Arms Hotel]: AUN-3-B-2-To Let

**Misk 6565** [Kenneth Heath]: AUN-3-B-3-Services

**Misk 7229** [Alain Couzon]: AUN-3-B-3-Services

**Misk 7560** [Lewiston House Hotel]: AUN-3-B-2-To Let

**Misk 8101** [Arthur Murray School of Dance]: AUN-3-B-3-Services

**Misk 8721** [lost wallet]: AUN-3-C-6-Personals

**Misk 9111** [Tilden Arms Hotel]: AUN-3-B-2-To Let

**Misk 9222** [Stan Harrington, Pilot]: AUN-3-B-3-Services
APPENDIX: ON ARKHAM’S SYSTEM OF STREET NUMBERING

One of the notable, yet frequently overlooked, aspects of Herber’s description of Arkham is its detailed and internally-consistent system of block and street numbering. The material which follows distils this information with the goal of making it easier to create “realistic” (i.e., internally-consistent) new Arkham Addresses.

**Blocks and Numbers**

As described in Herber’s original Arkham sourcebook material, the town has “recently adopted” a system of street numbering which divides the whole of town into a series of numbered blocks each of which has an allocation of 100 street numbers.

Blocks are numbered according to a grid that extends through the entire city, so all addresses on a block will be somewhat similar to the addresses of similarly-located lots on the blocks of streets that run parallel (e.g., the next street over). This means that some streets don’t begin at the 100-block, but at some higher number, just to allow for address numbers to line up with parallel streets (for example, Brown, Jenkin, and Gedney Streets are each short street which run three blocks N-S through Northside; the streets to the east and west of those streets have their 500 blocks lined up with the start of the shorter streets, hence Brown, Jenkin, and Gedney all start their addressing at the 500 block).

Not every address number on a block is used, and where a location is situated relative to the ends of the block will determine the address number it is allocated. For example, a location at the start of the 200 Block might attract an address number of 200 or 201 if it’s on the corner or 205 if nearby, while a location half way along the same block might be given an address number of 251. A location just prior to the same block ending at the next major intersection might be given an address number of 290.

The center-point for this system of block numbering is the intersection of Garrison Street and Main Street, just south of the river. This point is also used to define the dividing lines which split long-running streets into N/S sections or E/W sections. Generally:

- **Long-running N–S streets** which cross Main street will have two sections: a North section (everything north of Main; with block numbers increasing as one travels further north of Main) and a South section (everything south of Main; with block numbers increasing as one travels further south of Main);

- **Long-running E–W streets** which cross Garrison street will likewise have two sections: a West section (everything west of Garrison; with block numbers increasing as one travels further west of Garrison) and an East section (everything east of Garrison; with block numbers increasing as one travels further east of Garrison).

There are a few consequences of this system. One is that streets uniformly begin with the 100 block. This means the lowest address number on any street is 100 or 101 (depending on which side of the street). Thus, an address with a number below 100 (e.g., 67 Lich Street) is never valid in this numbering scheme. Another consequence is that where East and West sections of the same street join (or the North and South sections) there are two adjacent 100 blocks. Thus, for example 101 W. Main will be just across the street from 100 E. Main and there may be a 101 E. Main nearby as well.
Arkham uses a surprisingly-uniform system to decide which side of a street has all the odd numbers (with the other side of the street having all the even numbers). The system is derived from a single rule: when traveling as the numbers are ascending, even numbers occur on your right and odd numbers occur on your left. Because the numbering order depends on whether one is travelling on a North, South, East, or West section this leads to variations. To make it easier, the possibilities are enumerated below:

- **The West Section of an E–W street:** numbers increase as one travels West. Odd numbers are on the South side.
- **The East Section of an E–W street:** numbers increase as one travels East. Odd numbers are on the North side.
- **The North Section of a N–S street:** numbers increase as one travels North. Odd numbers are on the West side.
- **The South Section of a N–S street:** numbers increase as one travels South. Odd numbers are on the East side.

Where a street is not divided into a N & S section or E & W section, it typically uses the convention of other nearby streets. This usually means N–S streets in the northern half of town are numbered like North Sections, while N-S streets in the southern half are numbered like South Sections. Ditto for E–W streets in East or West halves of town.

This system is consistent but can get confusing where N and S sections (or E and W sections) meet, since the numbering switches sides. For example, if one starts on the 100-block of W. Main travelling east, the addresses will first be arranged with odd numbers on the south side of the street (decreasing as one approaches Garrison). The last address on the southern side before the end of the block (at Garrison St) would be 101 W. Main. The next block, just across Garrison will be the 100 block of E. Main. On this block, odd numbers will be on the north side of the street, not the south. Thus 101 E. Main will be on the north, diagonally-opposite where 101 W. Main was on the intersection.

### The Streets of Arkham

The following is an alphabetical index of all streets in Arkham, both north and south of the river. Where the streets traverse different neighborhoods, the listings show which blocks are in which neighborhoods. Also, wherever streets have trolley tracks along them for some or all of their length, this fact is noted.

#### ARMITAGE Street:

- **Section west of Garrison** is W. Armitage [Northside]; numbers 100 to 550? (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
  - The four blocks between Garrison and West (the 100, 200, 300, and 400 blocks) have trolley tracks, part of **BOTH** the Northside Line and Church/Hospital Line.
- **Section between Garrison and Federal** is E. Armitage [Downtown]; numbers 100 to 499 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).
  - The whole of this four-block section (the 100, 200, 300, 400 blocks) have trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.
  - A one-block section (the 300 block) also has a second set of trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.
- **Section east of Federal** is E. Armitage [East-Town]; numbers 500 to 799 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).
  - Three-block section between Federal and Halsey (500, 600, and 700 blocks) have trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.

#### AYLESBURY Street:

[no suburb, outside town limits]
**BENNET’S Lane:**
[no suburb, outside town limits]

**BOUNDARY Street:**
Section north of Main is N. Boundary [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side). Unlit and sparsely populated.

Section north of Church street is S. Boundary [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side). Unlit.

Section between Church and Pickman is S. Boundary [Campus]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
- One block between College and Pickman (the 400 block) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

Section south of Pickman street is S. Boundary [Uptown]; numbers 500 to 999 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

**BROWN Street:**
Whole street is Brown [Northside]; numbers 500 to 799 (increasing S-to-N; odds on West side).

**CHURCH Street:**
Section west of Garrison street is W. Church; numbers 100 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side). Serves as the boundary between Merchant and Campus neighborhoods.
- Even numbers are W. Church [Merchant]
- Odd numbers are W. Church [Campus]
- A two-block section between West and Boundary (the 500 and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

Section east of Garrison street is E. Church; numbers 100 to 799 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).
- A three-block section between Parsonage and Powder Mill (the 200, 300, and 400 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

**CRANE Street:**
Whole street is Crane [Campus]; numbers 500 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).

**CURWEN Street:**
Section west of Garrison in W. Curwen [Northside]; numbers 100 to 599 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
- A four-block section between Garrison and West (the 100, 200, 300, and 400 blocks) have trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.
Section east of Garrison is E. Curwen [Downtown]; numbers 100 to 499 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

- A two-block section between Garrison and Peabody (the 100 and 200 blocks) have trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.

**DERBY Street:**

Section west of Garrison is W. Derby [Northside]; numbers 100 to 560 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).

Section between Garrison and Federal is E. Derby [Downtown]; numbers 100 to 499 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

Section east of Federal is E. Derby [East-Town]; number 500 To 699? (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

- This two-block section has trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.

**DYER Street:**

Whole street is Dyer [Downtown]; numbers 700 to 799 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

**EAST Street:**

Section north of Main street is N. East street [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 299 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

Section between Main street and Church street is S. East street [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 299 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

Section between Church street and High street is S. East street [French Hill]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

Section south of High street is S. East street [Lower Southside]; numbers 500 to 799 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

**FEDERAL Street:**

Serves as the boundary between Downtown and East-Town; numbers 300 to 850 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

- Even numbers are Federal [East-Town]
- Odd numbers in Federal [Downtown]
- The blocks north of Armitage (beyond 500) have trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.
- The section of road beyond Derby St also has trolley tracks, now disused. Service once ran to Ipswitch.

**FISH Street:**

(not marked on large map; due S of Independence Square)

Whole street is Fish [Downtown]; numbers 300 to 499 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

- Whole of this street has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

**FRENCH HILL Street:**

Section north of Main street is N. French Hill [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

Section between Main street and Church street is S. French Hill [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

Section between Church street and High street is S. French Hill [French Hill]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

Section south of High street is S. French Hill [Lower Southside]; numbers 500 to 899 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

**GARRISON Street [North of Miskatonic River]:**

Section north of river is all N. Garrison, numbers 400 to 899 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side). Serves as the boundary between Northside and Downtown. Potter’s field beyond town limits is 945 N. Garrison.

- Even numbers are N. Garrison [Downtown]
• Odd numbers are N. Garrison [Northside]
• Two-blocks section south of Armitage (the 300 and 400 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

GARRISON Street Bridge.
Has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line. This section is considered part of N. Garrison Street.

GARRISON Street [South of Miskatonic River]:
Section north of Main street and south of river is N. Garrison [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).
• Whole of this block has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line, joining with tracks on Garrison Street Bridge.
Section between Main and Church is S. Garrison [Merchant]; 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
• Whole of this block has three trolley tracks; two are part of the Church/Hospital Line, the other is part of the French Hill Line.
Section between Church and Pickman is S. Garrison; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side). Boundary between Campus and French Hill.
• Even numbers are S. Garrison [Campus]
• Odd numbers are S. Garrison [French Hill]
• Whole of this section has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.
Section south of Pickman is S. Garrison; numbers 500 to 999 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side). Boundary between Uptown and Lower Southside.
• Even numbers are S. Garrison [Uptown]
• Odd numbers are S. Garrison [Lower Southside]
• A two-block section south of Pickman (the 500 and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

GEDNEY Street:
Whole street is Gedney [Northside]; numbers 500 to 799 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

HALSEY Street:
Whole street is Halsey [East-Town]; numbers 400 to 799? (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).
• Whole of this street has trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.

HIGH Lane:
Section west of West street is simply High Lane [Northside]; numbers 400+ (increasing SE-to-NW; odd numbers on West side).
Section between West and Garrison street is W. High Lane [Northside]; numbers 100 to 499 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
Section between Garrison and Peabody avenue is E. High Lane [Downtown]; numbers 100 to 299 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

HIGH Street:
Section west of Garrison is W. High [Uptown]; numbers 100 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
Section east of Garrison is E. High [Lower Southside]; number 100 to 799 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

HILL Street (unsealed):
[no suburb, outside limits].
Unlit and unpaved. In earlier times was called “Bad Water Road”.

HYDE Street:
Section west of Garrison is W. Hyde [Northside]; numbers 100 to 550 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
Section between Garrison and Independence Square is E. Hyde [Downtown]; numbers 100 to 299 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).
JENKIN Street:
Whole street is Jenkin [Northside]; numbers 500 to 799 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

LICH Street:
Whole street is Lich [French Hill]; numbers 100 to 799 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

MAIN Street:
Section west of Garrison is W. Main [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
• A four-block section between Garrison and West (the 100, 200, 300, and 400 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.
Section between Garrison and Peabody is E. Main [Merchant]; 100 to 399 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).
• Entire three-block section (100, 200, and 300 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.
Section between French Hill and Sentinel is N. Main [Rivertown]; 400 to 699 (increasing NW-to-SE; odd numbers on North side).

MARSH Street:
(not marked on large map; one street west of Independence Square).
Whole street is Marsh [Downtown]; numbers 400 to 699 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

MISKATONIC Avenue:
Section west of Garrison is W. Miskatonic [Uptown]; numbers 100 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
Section east of Garrison is E. Miskatonic [Lower Southside]; number 100 to 799 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

NOYES Street:
Whole street is Noyes [East-Town]; numbers 300 to 899 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

PARSONAGE Street:
Section north of Main is N. Parsonage [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).
Section between Main and Church is S. Parsonage [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
Section between Church and Pickman is S. Parsonage [French Hill]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
• One block between College and Pickman (the 400 block) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.
Section south of Pickman is S. Parsonage [Lower Southside]; numbers 500 to 899 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
• A two-block section south of Pickman (the 500 and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

PEABODY Avenue [North of Miskatonic River]:
Section north of river is all N. Peabody [Downtown]; numbers 300 to 800 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).
• A two-block section between Curwen and Armitage (the 500 and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.
• A two-block section south of Armitage (the 300 and 400 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

PEABODY Avenue Bridge.
Has two sets of trolley tracks, both used as part of the French Hill Line. This section is considered part of N. Peabody Avenue.
PEABODY Avenue [South of Miskatonic River]:

Section north and south of the river is N. Peabody; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side). Boundary between Merchant and Rivertown.

- Even numbers are N. Peabody [Rivertown]
- Odd numbers are N. Peabody [Merchant]
- Whole of this block has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line, joining with tracks on Peabody Avenue Bridge.

Section between Main and Church is S. Peabody; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side). Boundary between Merchant and Rivertown.

- Even numbers are N. Peabody [Merchant]
- Odd numbers are N. Peabody [Rivertown]

Section between Church and Pickman is S. Peabody [French Hill]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

Section south of Pickman is S. Peabody [Lower Southside]; numbers 500 to 899 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

- A section of road south of Saltonstall St has trolley tracks, now disused. Service once ran to Kingsport.

POWDER MILL Street:

Section north of Main is N. Powder Mill [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

Section between Main and Church is S. Powder Mill [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

Section between Church and Pickman is S. Powder Mill [French Hill]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

- A two-block section between Church and College (the 200 and 300 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

Section south of Pickman is S. Powder Mill [Lower Southside]; numbers 500 to 899 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

RIVER Street:

Section west of Garrison is W. River [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; only has numbers on South side).

- A four-block section between Garrison and West is unlit and is described as “abandoned to decades of litter”.

- A section of road west of West St has trolley tracks, now disused. Service once ran to Bolton.

Section between Garrison and Peabody is E. River [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 399 (increasing W-to-E; only has numbers on South side).

Section east of Peabody is E. River [Rivertown]; numbers 400 to 799 (increasing W-to-E; only has numbers on South side).

- A three-block section east of Peabody (the 400, 500, and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.
SALTONSTALL Street:
Section west of Garrison is W. Saltonstall [Uptown]; numbers 100 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
- A four-block section between West and Garrison (100, 200, 300, and 400 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

Section east of Garrison is E. Saltonstall [Lower Southside]; number 100 to 699 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).
- A five-block section between Parsonage and Sentinel (the 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

SENTINEL Street:
Section north of Main is N. Sentinel [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).
- Whole of this section has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

Section between Main and Church is S. Sentinel [Rivertown]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
- Whole of this section has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

Section between Church and Pickman is S. Sentinel [French Hill]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
- Whole of this section has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

Section south of Pickman is S. Sentinel [Lower Southside]; numbers 500 to 899 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
- A two-block section south of Pickman (the 500 and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line.

WALNUT Street:
Section between College and Pickman is Walnut [French Hill]; numbers 400 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).
Section between Pickman and Saltonstall is Walnut [Lower Southside]; numbers 500 to 699 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

WASHINGTON Street:
Section west of Garrison is W. Washington [Uptown]; numbers 100 to 699 (increasing E-to-W; odd numbers on South side).
Section east of Garrison is E. Washington [Lower Southside]; number 100 to 799 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).

WATER Street:
Section west of West street is W. Water [no suburb]; no numbers.

Section between West and Garrison is W. Water [Northside]; no numbers.
Section between Garrison and Federal is E. Water [Downtown]; numbers 100 to 599 (increasing W-to-E; only has numbers on North side).
- A one-block section (the 300 block) has trolley tracks, part of the French Hill Line. There is a ramp allowing trolleys up onto the Peabody Ave Bridge.

Section east of Federal is E. Water [East-Town]; numbers 600+ (increasing W-to-E; only has numbers on North side).

WEST Street [North of Miskatonic River]:
Section north of river is all N. West [Northside]; numbers 350? to 799 (increasing S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).
- A two-block section between Curwen and Armitage (the 500 and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Northside Line.
- A two-block section south of Armitage (the 300 and 400 blocks) also has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

WEST Street Bridge.
Has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line. This section is considered part of N. West Street.
**WEST Street [South of Miskatonic River]:**

Section north of Main and south of the river is N. West street [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 199 increasing (S-to-N; odd numbers on West side).

- Whole of this block has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line, joining with tracks on West Street Bridge.

Section between Main and Church is S. West street [Merchant]; numbers 100 to 199 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

Section between Church and Pickman is S. West street [Campus]; numbers 200 to 499 (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

- A two-block section between Church and College (the 200 and 300 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

Section south of Pickman is S. West street [Uptown]; numbers 500 to 999? (increasing N-to-S; odd numbers on East side).

- A two-block section between Pickman and Saltonstall (the 500 and 600 blocks) has trolley tracks, part of the Church/Hospital Line.

**WHATELEY Street:**

Whole street is Whateley [East-Town]; numbers 600 to 899 (increasing W-to-E; odd numbers on North side).
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